Alpaca: Cactus Tools for Application-Level
Performance and Correctness Analysis
Erik Schnetter, Gabrielle Allen, Christian D. Ott, Mayank Tyagi

Although the speed and performance of high end computers have increased dramatically over the
last decade, the ease of programming such parallel computers has not progressed. The time and
effort required to develop and debug scientific software has become the bottleneck in many areas
of science and engineering.
The difficulty of developing high-performance software is
recognised as one of the most significant challenges today in the effective use of large scale
computers.
Cactus is a framework for science applications which is used to simulate physical
systems in many fields of science, such as black holes and neutron stars in general relativity. As
in other software frameworks, applications are built from separately developed and tested
components. Alpaca is a concept and a project to develop high-level tools to allow developers
and end-users to examine and validate the correctness of an application, and aid them in
measuring and improving its performance in production environments.
These tools are
components themselves, built into the application and interacting with it. Alpaca's approach
includes help to render applications tolerant against partial system failures, which is becoming a
pressing need with tomorrow's architectures consisting of tens of thousands of nodes.
In contrast to existing debuggers and profilers, Alpaca's approach works at a much higher
level, at the level of the physical equations and their discretisations which are implemented by
the application, not at the level of individual lines of code or variables. It is not enough for only
the main kernels to be correct and show good scalability – the overall application, which may
contain many smaller modules, must perform.
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Alpaca tools have enabled us to greatly
improve performance and parallel scalability
on various modern HPC platforms, including
the currently largest TeraGrid systems.
Cactus Framework: http://www.cactuscode.org/
Alpaca: http://www.cct.lsu.edu/~eschnett/Alpaca/
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A graphical user interface, based on a web
server and the VisIt visualisation tool, allows
users to inspect, modify, and single-step
remotely executing parallel simulations.

BOINC: Middleware for Volunteer Computing
The world’s largest computing resource is the pool of consumer products – desktops, laptops, tablets,
mobile devices – owned by the general public. There are currently about 1 billion privately-owned PCs
and 100 million GPUs capable of general-purpose computing, with a total capability of about 20
ExaFLOPS, growing to 100 ExaFLOPS by 2012. The consumer resource pool has several advantages
relative to traditional HPC resources:
• Its power and hardware are paid for by consumers, and the hardware is continuously upgraded
to state-of-the-art components.
• It’s self-maintaining: consumers fix their own software and hardware problems.
• Its interconnection network – the commodity Internet – has a rapidly expanding capacity.
• Consumer products are the main focus of computing research and development. Thus, for
example, the fastest and cheapest GPUs are those in consumer-market boards.
To reach Exa-scale capabilities quickly, to maintain rapid growth, and to minimize cost, the
infrastructure for scientific computing must focus on consumer resources rather than
traditional HPC resources such as clusters and supercomputers.
Volunteer computing is a mechanism by which consumer resources can be used for scientific
computing. It allows computer owners to volunteer for particular computational research projects or
groups of projects. Compute jobs are then executed in the background on the volunteer’s computers,
and data files are stored on their disks. Volunteers are motivated by various factors: support for the
goals of the research, participation in online communities, and competition based on computational
contribution. There are currently about 50 volunteer computing projects, 500,000 volunteers, and 1
million volunteered computers, providing an average throughput of 10 PetaFLOPS.
Volunteer computing is a paradigm shift: scientists gain computing power not by getting
grants and buying hardware, but by persuading the public that they’re doing good science.
BOINC, an NSF-funded project at UC Berkeley, develops the primary middleware platform for
volunteer computing. BOINC provides server software that lets scientists create volunteer computing
projects, and client software (available for all major platforms) that lets volunteers participate in any
combination of these projects. The BOINC software addresses issues such as security, heterogeneity,
scale, sporadic availability, and unreliability. The project’s staff consists of 3 programmers; many of its
functions (testing, documentation, customer support, translation) are done by volunteers.
BOINC is used by projects from many institutions, doing research in many areas, including
astrophysics, cosmology, climate study, biochemistry, epidemiology, environmental science, cognitive
science, particle physics, nanotechnology, quantum computing, genetics, mathematics, and seismology.
Some of these projects involved compute-intensive analysis of large data sets; for example, the
Einstein@home project analyzes Petabyte-scale data from the LIGO gravitational-wave observatory
and the Arecibo radio observatory.
Almost all computational scientists could benefit from volunteer computing, but only a tiny fraction
currently do. The main barrier, we believe, involves organizational level. Projects should be operated
not by individual research groups, but by organizations such as universities, research labs, and funding
agencies, in which case they would serve many research groups and could leverage the organization’s
existing IT and publicity resources.

CalSWIM Project: Progress Report
Water Resources Data Exploration Tool
As part of the CalSWIM project, we have developed an online tool that aggregates data from several
data sources and allows users to browse the data visually on a map. This tool is publicly available on
http://nile.ics.uci.edu/calswim/
Currently, we have included seven data sources. Data from other sources that publish their data publicly
can be included in the future. The following is some of the data that is currently included:
•

•

•
•

Wikipedia water‐related articles: we have processed Wikipedia articles and have extracted
those that are related to water. This includes articles about watersheds, rivers, aquifers, etc.
Some of these articles also include the geographic coordinates of the concept they are
describing. We have also extracted this information and this allows us to show Wikipedia’s
water related articles on a map.
JCOMMOPS data: this dataset provides coordination at the international level for
oceanographic and marine observations from drifting buoys, moored buoys in the high seas,
ships of opportunity and sub‐surface profiling floats.
Global Argo Data: Argo is a worldwide network of free‐drifting ocean profiling floats.
EPA STORET data: STORET is a repository for water quality, biological, and physical data and is
used by state environmental agencies, EPA and other federal agencies, universities, private
citizens, and many others.

Measuring Reliability of Wikipedia Content
In this research, we have modeled user reputation in wiki systems. We have presented three reputation
models and have tested the three models on English Wikipedia which is the largest online encyclopedia
with an open editing model, allowing anyone to enter and edit content. Our experiments show that the
three models can accurately assign reputation values to Wikipedia’s users. Since wikis store history
pages, the proposed models can be used in any intra‐company or intra‐organization wiki or in public
wikis such as Wikipedia, Citizendium, and Scholarpedia. The proposed models can be used in wikis for
rating users or as a decision support system for administrators. For example, they can be used for
automatic vandalism detection, saving substantial amounts of time for wiki administrators. They can be
integrated also in a quality assessment system that assesses the reliability of the content according to
the reputation of its contributors. In the future work, we would like to analyze evolution of the content
in wikis as another metric for quality assessment.
Highlighted research (among several):
“S. Javanmardi, C. Lopes and P. Baldi, Modeling User Reputation in Wikipedia, accepted for publication
in Journal of Statistical Analysis and Data Mining, Winter, 2010”.

CILogon: Secure Access to National-Scale CyberInfrastructure
Jim Basney, Randy Butler, and Von Welch (NCSA)
The emergence of cyberinfrastructure (CI) that supports the global research community
by linking together researchers, computational resources, instruments, and data, has
had a significant impact on the science and engineering research communities. At the
heart of CI is trust, between collaborators, organizations, providers, users, applications
and services. Security services, specifically authentication and authorization, are
foundational services that facilitate trust between those entities. Without the
establishment and maintenance of trust, collaborative relationships served by CI are
jeopardized. As the role of cyberinfrastructure increases, so do the challenges for the
authentication infrastructure. Initially interactions were between a single user and a
single resource within a single administrative domain. With grid computing we saw the
growth of multi-organization collaborations among national and state centers, supporting
entire communities and collections of resources distributed geographically. More recently
projects such as NSF TeraGrid and LIGO are actively extending the breadth and depth of
these collaborations.
The goals of the CILogon project
(www.cilogon.org) are to maintain and
provide critical enhancements for CI
security technologies developed at the
National Center for Supercomputing
Applications (NCSA) and to foster science
and engineering by helping additional
communities build secure CI on these
services. The MyProxy, GridShib, and
GSI-OpenSSH security technologies were
developed through great effort by the NSF
community and represent a major
success story for NSF by supporting
science and engineering research
throughout the world. MyProxy is the de
facto grid credential management service
used worldwide. GridShib bridges campus
to grid identity management systems,
facilitating seamless access from
campuses to the NSF computational
centers, observatories and other major
research equipment and facilities
construction supported projects. GSIOpenSSH provides a single sign-on remote login and file transfer capability using grid
security. CILogon leverages NSF’s considerable previous investment and will ensure the
continued community-driven development and support of MyProxy, GridShib, and GSIOpenSSH in support of NSF funded collaborative research.
This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under grant number 0850557.
Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the authors
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.

CorralWMS: Integrated Resource Provisioning Across the National
Cyberinfrastructure in Support of Scientific Workloads
Ewa Deelman, USC; Burt Holzman, Fermi Laboratory; Frank Wuerthwein, USCD
The goal of this work is to develop and deploy integrated, robust, and scalable resource provisioning
services that support a broad set of domain application workflow and workload execution environments.
The aim is to integrate and enable these services across local and distributed computing resources, the
major national cyberinfrastructure providers, Open Science Grid and TeraGrid, as well as emerging
commercial and community cloud environments.
CorralWMS extends and reuses existing solutions that are already proven in production. Both Corral and
glideinWMS currently operate as standalone resource provisioning systems. GlideinWMS was initially
developed to meet the needs of the CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid) experiment at the LHC at CERN. It
generalizes a Condor GlideIn system developed for CDF (The Collider Detector at Fermilab) and first
deployed for production in 2003. It has been in production across the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid
(WLCG), with major contributions from the Open Science Grid. GlideinWMS has been used in
production with 8,000 concurrently running jobs, totaling more than six million jobs executed over the
last year, consuming more than 2000 CPU years.
Corral, a static resource provisioning system was recently built to meet the needs of workflow-based
applications running on the TeraGrid. It is being used today by the Southern California Earthquake Center
(SCEC) CyberShake application. In a period of 10 days in May 2009, SCEC used Corral to provision a
total of 33,600 cores and used them to execute 50 workflows, each containing approximately 800,000
application tasks, which corresponded to 852,120 individual jobs executed on the TeraGrid Ranger
system.
The proposed extended integrated system, CorralWMS, will retain the identity of both systems to
maintain backward compatibility for existing applications that use either Corral or glideinWMS, while
new applications will benefit from the expanded set of provisioning capabilities of both systems
combined. As with the current solutions, job management on the provisioned resources will be done via
Condor, which allows for the customization of job scheduling policies.
This
new
system
combines the benefits of
the
proactive
provisioning performed
by Corral with the
dynamic
resource
provisioning performed
by glideinWMS. In
addition, the proposed
program of work will
extend
the
existing
provisioning options to
include cloud computing
resources, which are of
interest to the current stakeholder communities. Finally, the monitoring capabilities will be improved—
extending the ability to monitor overall system behavior (the provisioning being performed) as well as the
jobs making use of these resources.

Author: Bernie Reilly
Long-Lived Digital Collections
Creation of massive amounts of digital data by the sciences and social sciences today
is creating stewardship demands that cannot be met fully by traditional libraries and
archive organizations. During the past several decades large, independent
repositories of digital data have emerged to meet the needs of the science,
engineering and social science communities. The Center for Research Libraries (CRL)
is undertaking a two-year project to analyze eight established, “long-lived”
collections of data and digital resources, and create tools and metrics for developing
and assessing new repositories.
The case studies examine the social, economic and technical aspects of several
collections of electronic data and content that have persisted for a significant period
of time. The studies will determine what elements and factors have affected the
growth, longevity and usefulness of those collections and their repositories.

The analysis sheds light not only on the technologies used by the repositories but the
governance of the parent organizations and the funding models that sustain their
activities, as well as the organizations’ modes of organizing their data-collecting,
maintenance, and dissemination activities. CRL is identifying the practices,
strategies and mechanisms that have enabled the eight repositories to support and
grow massive data collections over substantial periods of time. Finally, the project
will generate and disseminate useful models, risk assessment tools, cost data and
metrics to enable informed planning and prudent investment in Cyberinfrastructure
by the NSF and other federal agencies, universities, scientific consortia and
institutes, corporations, publishers, and stakeholders.
The Case Study Collections and their Repositories
The Arabidopsis Information Resource
(TAIR)
Sloan Digital Sky Survey
NCAR Earth Observing Laboratory Data
Archives
ProQuest UMI Dissertation Publishing

General Social Survey (National Opinion
Research Center)
U.S. Geological Survey
American Chemical Society, Chemical
Abstracts (CA)
The Associated Press (eAP)

A Cyber Identity Infrastructure for National Science
Von Welch, Jim Basney, and Randy Butler (NCSA)
The CILogon project (www.cilogon.org) will integrate, deploy and support an open
source, standards-based CILogon Service, providing the NSF research community with
credentials for secure access to cyberinfrastructure (CI). The service will bridge the
identity credentials generated by the nation’s universities, through the InCommon
Federation, to a credential that will satisfy the authentication and authorization needs of
NSF’s cyberinfrastructure projects.

The Challenge. The goal of our service is to allow users’ credentials as managed by
universities (and other research institutions) in InCommon to be used to access NSF’s
cyberinfrastructure. The primary technical challenge we face is the technology difference
between InCommon, which is based on the Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML)
as implemented by the Internet2 Shibboleth software, and NSF’s cyberinfrastructure,
which is based on public key infrastructures (PKIs) that emerged from computational
grids.
Our Approach. Our project will leverage existing software to provide the required
functionality. Much of our approach has been demonstrated in the TeraGrid single signon system. Since Shibboleth is a web-based technology, designed for users using web
browsers, our service will be primarily a web application residing in Apache. Building on
Shibboleth and Apache, we will use the work pioneered in the GridShib project, deployed
in TeraGrid, to convert Shibboleth into the PKI credentials needed for much of the NSF
CI. As with the TeraGrid work, we will use MyProxy with specialized hardware security
modules to generate these credentials.
This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under grant number 0943633.
Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the authors
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.

Tony Fountain, University of California, San Diego (tfountain@ucsd.edu)

Environmental science and engineering communities are now actively engaged in the early
planning and development phases of the next generation of large-scale sensor-based
observing systems. These systems face two significant challenges: heterogeneity of
instrumentation and complexity of data stream processing. Environmental observing
systems are complex distributed systems. They incorporate instruments from across the
spectrum of complexity, from temperature sensors to acoustic Doppler current profilers, to
streaming video cameras, and to synthetic aperture radar. They operate under a variety of
networking conditions, including wired and wireless, persistent and intermittent. They have
stringent requirements on data timeliness and integrity. Managing these instruments and
their data streams presents serious challenges in systems development and operations. The
Open Source DataTurbine (OSDT) Initiative was launched in October 2007 with a two-year
grant from the National Science Foundation Office of Cyberinfrastructure (award #OCI0722067) to address these challenges through the publication, enhancement, and
promotion of the DataTurbine streaming data middleware (www.dataturbine.org).
Streaming Data Middleware:
DataTurbine is a real-time streaming data engine. It is an open-source middleware product
supported by NSF, NASA, and private industry. It has been successfully deployed in
numerous environmental monitoring applications, from coral reefs to civil engineering to
atmospheric science. The DataTurbine middleware satisfies a core set of infrastructure
requirements that are common in environmental observing systems, including reliable data
transport, a framework for integrating heterogeneous instruments, and a comprehensive
suite of services for data management, routing, synchronization, monitoring, and
visualization. From the perspective of distributed systems, the DataTurbine middleware is a
"black box" to which applications and devices send and receive data. DataTurbine handles
all data management operations between data sources and sinks, including reliable
transport, routing, scheduling, and security. DataTurbine accomplishes this through the
innovative use of flexible network bus objects combined with memory and file-based ring
buffers. Network bus objects perform data stream multiplexing and routing. Ring buffers
provide tunable persistent storage at key network nodes to facilitate reliable data transport.

DataTurbine Partners and Communities:
The Open Source DataTurbine Initiative benefits from the active participation from a
diverse collection of international research groups. These groups contribute their own
resources to advance the mission of the DataTurbine Initiative. The following are brief
descriptions of some of the main community members and their interests and investments
in DataTurbine. A key role of our UCSD research group is community support. This includes
code management and publication, providing training materials and documentation, and
coordinating activities across multiple groups. Through code developments and community
support the Open Source DataTurbine Initiative provides essential cyberinfrastructure
services to numerous science and engineering groups. Here are some of the key
communities who participate in the Open Source DataTurbine Initiative:
GLEON www.gleon.org, is a grassroots network of limnologists, information technology
experts, and engineers who have a common goal of building a scalable, persistent network
of lake ecology observatories.
CREON www.coralreefeon.org, is a collaborating association of scientists and engineers
from around the world striving to design and build marine sensor networks.

PRAGMA www.pragma-grid.net, is an NSF-sponsored open organization in which Pacific
Rim institutions collaborate to develop grid-enabled applications throughout the Pacific
Region.

PRIME prime.ucsd.edu, Launched by PRAGMA in 2004, the NSF-sponsored PRIME provides
UCSD undergraduates the opportunity to participate in international research and cultural
experiences that will better prepare them to participate in the 21st century’s global
workplace.

MoveBank www.movebank.org, is an NSF-sponsored open community with the common
interest of remotely monitoring organisms in their habitats and a goal of developing and
deploying technologies for gathering data on free-ranging organisms.

NEES www.nees.org, is an NSF-sponsored national network of 15 experimental facilities,
collaborative tools, a centralized data repository, and earthquake simulation software, all
linked by the ultra-high-speed Internet2 connections of NEESgrid.

MBARI www.mbari.org, is a privately funded, nonprofit oceanographic research Institution.
NCEAS www.nceas.ucsb.edu. The NSF-funded REAP project is a large initiative involving six
institutions: National Center for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis (UCSB), San Diego
Supercomputer Center (UCSD), Center for Embedded Network Sensing (UCLA), Genome
Center (UCD), Oregon State University, and OPeNDAP, Inc.
CUAHSI www.cuahsi.org, is an organization of more than one hundred universities. Its
mission is to foster advancements in hydrologic sciences.

Data Observation Network for Earth (DataONE): A Virtual Data Center for Biology,
Ecology, and the Environmental Sciences
William Michener, University Libraries System, University of New Mexico
DataONE addresses four key challenges: (1) data loss; (2) data dispersion; (3) data deluge; and
(4) poor practice. DataONE will enable new science and knowledge creation through universal
access to data about life on earth and the environment that sustains it. The system focuses on
preserving at-risk data and is designed around a nucleus of three existing data centers (i.e.,
coordinating nodes) and a broad array of data holdings maintained by libraries, research
networks, and academic and governmental organizations (i.e., member nodes). The
cyberinfrastructure promotes the discovery and access of data by providing one-stop shopping for
data and metadata (information about the data that enables its use) about Earth's biota and
environments, covering a range of spatial and temporal scales, and scales of biological
organization. DataONE provides an "investigator's toolbox" that includes metadata management,
scientific visualization, and other tools that empower scientists and organizations to more easily
and effectively manage, analyze, and synthesize data. Innovative training and outreach to
scientists and students include best-practice videos, podcasts, on-line certificate programs,
downloadable best practice guides and exemplars of data management plans. Through working
group meetings, computer and information scientists are engaged in developing and
promulgating ontologies that will facilitate data integration and simplify creation of complex
scientific workflows. The DataONE portal simplifies the process of acquiring and using
appropriate scientific workflow software like Kepler and Taverna, as well as publishing and
sharing new workflows via mechanisms such as myExperiment that allows workflows to be reused and possibly adopted for other uses.

Deploying MATLAB as a Seamless Parallel Software Utility
David Lifka, Cornell Center for Advanced Computing
Goals
Awarded by the NSF in the fall of 2009, the goal of the “TeraGrid MATLAB Cluster – Exploring New
Services for an XD Future” project is to establish an experimental analysis resource consisting of a cluster
system with parallel MATLAB software accessible via the TeraGrid. This will provide a valuable
addition for TeraGrid users pre and post-processing their outputs with complex analytics and fast
simulations using a very user-friendly interface – one conducive to rapid innovation and discovery.
MATLAB is an important data analysis tool for many TeraGrid users and supports many research
communities. This project will make parallel MATLAB available as an experimental resource through the
TeraGrid portal and through Science Gateways such as nanoHUB.
Besides providing value by enabling research discoveries, this project will advance the understanding of
how to best deploy a software utility as a transparent and responsive user service. It will demonstrate an
important working model for utility computing which may encourage high performance computing
vendors and ISVs (Independent Software Vendors) to explore similar research capabilities.
Resource access will not require knowledge of a specific operating system, batch scheduler, or message
passing library and interactive ease of use will be facilitated by integrating the resource with the
nanoHUB research portal.
Education and Outreach
Due to the pervasiveness of MATLAB in a very broad spectrum of academic environments, including
small colleges and minority serving institutions, this experimental TeraGrid resource will be accessible to
many new user groups beyond the traditional high-performance computing community.
The MATLAB on the TeraGrid team will educate current and next-generation scientists on how to use the
MATLAB on the TeraGrid cluster as an extension of their desktop and how integrate it with Science
Gateways. Classroom workshops will be held and Virtual Workshops will be available online. Interface,
parallel computing learning modules, and MATLAB’s user-friendly utilities will greatly soften the
learning curve for parallel computing.
Current Status of the Software Utility
All personnel are in place for the project at both Cornell and Purdue. A 512-core high-performance
computing cluster has been installed at the Cornell Center for Advanced Computing at Cornell’s Ithaca,
NY campus.
Functional MATLAB integration code was developed by the Cornell Center for Advanced Computing
(CAC) and is in beta use with the MATLAB on the TeraGrid experimental resource. The software
package LittleJohn was implemented and is in use on Linux, Mac, and Windows. It includes Globus
GridFTP functionality to move files and Apache CXF web services for job submission and management,
both of which are authenticated via x509 certificates retrieved from a MyProxy server. CAC is currently
working on reducing latency in job submission and increasing usability of the software.
A fully functional test system for the development and verification of codes was implemented. Research
groups are now using the experimental MATLAB resource and actively developing and modifying codes.

Early Users
The research group of Jason Morgan, Cornell Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, is running code on the
resource without modification. It previously ran on a 32-core system. CAC is working on scaling their
code to 128-cores to enable higher resolution simulations of the dynamics of a plume-fed asthenosphere.
The job-parallel MATLAB nanoHUB application “NanoNET” was prepared for remote submission on
the Cornell MATLAB cluster. Communication protocols that enable secure and authenticated data
transmission between nanoHub and Cornell were implemented. The usage of the cluster is completely
transparent to users of the nanoHUB Science Gateway.
The project Web site is http://www.cac.cornell.edu/matlab. A research poster, "Seamlessly Scaling a
Desktop MATLAB Application to an Experimental TeraGrid Resource,” was presented by CAC, The
MathWorks, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention at SC09. Application scaling on the
resource and transparent and seamless access to a nanoHUB application was demonstrated at three SC09
exhibit locations.
Additional Science Gateways using the MATLAB experimental resource may follow. For example,

The Hepatitis C virus (HCV)
network - Campo et al. A genomic
network of HCV coordinated
substitutions is shown, where a vertex
is an aa site and a link between two
nodes is a significant correlation
between two sites. The position of
each vertex depends on its k-shell
value and on the k-shell value of its
neighbours. A colour code allows for
the identification of k-shell values,
while the vertex’s size is proportional
to its degree. The k-shell
decomposition and visualization was
performed with LaNet-vi (Alvarezhamelin et al.).

CAC is working with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the Weill Cornell
Medical College to develop gateways for epidemiology and medical image analysis.
Researchers at the CDC recently used all 512 cores on the MATLAB cluster to model a hepatitis C virus
(HCV), a major cause of liver disease worldwide.
Accessing the Experimental Resource
Scientists interested in trying the experimental resources may request access at:
http://www.cac.cornell.edu/matlab/status/interest.aspx.
For more information on the project, contact the project PI, Dr. David Lifka, at lifka@cac.cornell.edu.

Open Cyberinfrastructure for Mixed-integer Nonlinear Programming:
Collaboration and Deployment via Virtual Environments
Optimization is one of the strategic technologies for cyberinfrastructure computational tools
since this area deals with the selection of the "best" design or plan among many possible
alternatives. The choice of the "best" alternative can mean, for instance, finding a transportation
route that requires minimum time, finding the cheapest production path for a product, or finding a
molecular configuration of a protein in the state of minimum energy. Many of the challenging
application models require the use of discrete variables (mostly 0-1 variables) to represent logic
choices, as well as the handling of nonlinearities in order to accurately predict the performance of
physical, chemical, biological, financial or social systems. This optimization area is known as
Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Programming (MINLP); mixed-integer because of the discrete and
continuous variables, nonlinear because of the need of handling nonlinear models. While MINLP
optimization can be applied to a very wide class of problems, it represents one of the most
challenging optimization problems. On the combinatorial side, MINLP are known to be "NP
hard". On the side of nonlinearities, many MINLP models are nonconvex, which means that in
the continuous space they may give rise to many local solutions.
This project has been funded by NSF under Grant OCI-0750826, and involves a joint research
effort between researchers at Carnegie Mellon and IBM Watson Research Center. The core team
consists of: Larry Biegler, Ignacio E. Grossmann, François Margot and Nick Sahinidis of CMU,
and Jon Lee and Andreas Wächter of IBM. Additional collaborators include: Pietro Belotti
(Lehigh University), Pedro Castro (INETI) and Juan Ruiz (CMU).
Aside from algorithmic developments for MINLP optimization, a major outcome of this project
has been the development of the site http://www.minlp.org. This collaborative site has as a major
goal to promote the optimization of nonlinear models involving discrete and continuous variables
through mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP). Two major specific objectives are:
•
•

Create a library of optimization problems that can be generally formulated as MINLP
models.
Provide high level descriptions of the problems with one or several model formulations
with corresponding input files for one or several instances.

The site, which was launched in October 2009, also contains information on tutorials,
bibliography and resources on MINLP. The library currently contains 17 problems that were
submitted in areas such as engineering, operations management, physics and finance.
The cyberinfrastructure site is aimed at the optimization community that is increasingly interested
in the solution and application of large-scale MINLP problems. This community involves
academics and people from industry, and is highly multidisciplinary. It involves operations
researchers, industrial, chemical and mechanical engineers, economists, chemists and biologists.
This community, however, is largely disconnected, especially between algorithm developers and
application domain researchers.
The site provides a mechanism for researchers and users to contribute towards the creation of the
library of optimization problems, and to provide a forum of discussion for algorithm developers
and application users where alternative formulations, as well as performance and comparison of
algorithms can be discussed.

An Environment for Portable High Productivity High Performance
Computing on GPUs/Accelerators
PIs: P. Sadayappan (The Ohio State University) and J. Ramanujam (Louisiana State University)

The emergence of multi-core processors as the computing engine in all commodity platforms presents an
enormous software development crisis. For over two decades, sequential software applications have enjoyed
the “free ride” of performance improvement with each new processor generation. However, due to insurmountable heat dissipation challenges, chip manufacturers were forced to abandon clock rate increases, and
to focus on multi-core architectures. The reality today is that existing and new applications must be changed
if they are to experience any performance benefits from newer generations of processors.
The emergence of GPUs as cost-effective and powerful processors for general-purpose computing has raised
interest in their use for many scientific and engineering applications but further exacerbates the software
development challenges. Although the drafting of the OpenCL standard is is a very promising development towards portable programming of GPUs and accelerators, developing high-performance applications
in OpenCL is even more complicated than programming general-purpose multicore processors using programming models like OpenMP.
In this project, we are developing a programming environment for easing the development of portable highperformance applications for GPUs and accelerators – by automatic generation of OpenCL code from annotated C programs provided by the user. The proposed work is motivated by recent advances in polyhedralbased approaches for powerful transformations of affine computations that have enabled the development
of the Pluto automatic parallelization/optimization system.
Approach. The Pluto polyhedral optimization system will serve as a powerful core engine for a compilerdriven auto-transformation system for GPUs/accelerators. In this project, we are pursuing a number of key
technical advances that will lead to a practical and highly-advanced Pluto-based OpenCL transformer. Our
work addresses the following major topics:
• Effective Multi-level Tiling: Transforming loop nests from standard sequential C to OpenCL is essentially an exercise in effective multi-level tiling with multi-level parallelism. We are developing
effective algorithms for multi-level tiling and parallelization.
• Exploiting SIMD instruction sets: We will implement an effective vectorization capability (based on
the polyhedral framework, unlike current vendor compilers) to exploit the performance gains from
use of SIMD instructions.
• Scratchpad Memory Management: Effective use of on-chip scratchpad memories is critical for achieving high-performance with GPUs/Accelerators. We are developing effective strategies for automatic
movement of data between global memory and local memory in the generated OpenCL code.
• Optimizing Irregular Computations: Complementing the polyhedral transformation framework for
affine computations, we are developing data locality optimization strategies based on the inspector/executor paradigm. One aspect of this is optimizing recurrent access patterns. The overheads with
an inspector/executor paradigm can be greatly reduced if the inspector code can be hoisted outside
loops within which access patterns repeat. We are developing effective approaches for compile-time
identification of loops with recurrent access patterns.

	
  

Monitoring User-Level Grid Functionality and Performance Using Inca
http://inca.sdsc.edu
Inca	
  is	
  a	
  system	
  that	
  improves	
  the	
  reliability	
  of	
  Grid	
  
software	
  and	
  services	
  by	
  detecting	
  user-‐level	
  
failures	
  and	
  providing	
  detailed	
  information	
  about	
  
its	
  tests	
  and	
  their	
  execution	
  to	
  aid	
  in	
  debugging.	
  	
  
Originally	
  designed	
  for	
  the	
  TeraGrid	
  project,	
  Inca	
  
has	
  been	
  monitoring	
  TeraGrid	
  since	
  2003	
  and	
  is	
  
also	
  used	
  in	
  other	
  large-‐scale	
  global	
  Grid	
  projects	
  
including	
  ARCS,	
  DEISA,	
  and	
  NGS.	
  	
  Grid	
  managers	
  
can	
  use	
  Inca	
  to	
  identify	
  failure	
  trends	
  and	
  verify	
  
that	
  resource	
  providers	
  fulfill	
  operations	
  
requirements.	
  	
  System	
  administrators	
  and	
  users	
  
may	
  use	
  Inca	
  to	
  debug	
  and	
  resolve	
  user	
  account	
  
and	
  environment	
  issues.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
Inca	
  automates	
  the	
  installation,	
  execution,	
  and	
  
maintenance	
  of	
  a	
  large	
  variety	
  and	
  number	
  of	
  
Figure	
  1:	
  	
  Inca	
  deployment	
  
reporters	
  (monitoring	
  scripts)	
  consistently	
  across	
  
Grid	
  resources.	
  	
  	
  Monitoring	
  results	
  are	
  collected,	
  
archived,	
  and	
  displayed	
  through	
  web	
  status	
  pages.	
  	
  	
  The	
  core	
  of	
  the	
  Inca	
  architecture	
  is	
  formed	
  by	
  four	
  server	
  
components:	
  the	
  agent,	
  depot,	
  data	
  consumer,	
  and	
  reporter	
  repository	
  (see	
  Figure	
  1).	
  	
  The	
  agent	
  controls	
  the	
  
deployment	
  and	
  maintenance	
  of	
  the	
  Inca	
  installation,	
  while	
  the	
  depot	
  provides	
  data	
  storage.	
  	
  A	
  reporter	
  
repository	
  contains	
  a	
  set	
  of	
  Grid	
  tests	
  and	
  benchmarks,	
  and	
  the	
  data	
  consumer	
  displays	
  the	
  collected	
  results	
  as	
  
web	
  status	
  pages.	
  	
  An	
  additional	
  Inca	
  component	
  called	
  the	
  reporter	
  manager	
  runs	
  on	
  each	
  monitored	
  
resource	
  to	
  collect	
  status	
  and	
  performance	
  data.	
  	
  The	
  final	
  component	
  of	
  Inca	
  is	
  a	
  GUI	
  tool	
  (incat)	
  used	
  by	
  Inca	
  
administrators	
  to	
  configure	
  and	
  maintain	
  their	
  Inca	
  deployments.	
  	
  
	
  
Support	
  from	
  the	
  SDCI	
  award	
  has	
  
enabled	
  Inca	
  to	
  become	
  a	
  better	
  tool	
  for	
  
assessing	
  and	
  improving	
  Grid	
  stability.	
  	
  
Inca	
  has	
  enhanced	
  its	
  web	
  status	
  pages	
  
to	
  offer	
  a	
  range	
  of	
  Grid	
  reliability	
  and	
  
performance	
  data	
  views,	
  from	
  detailed	
  
test	
  information	
  to	
  summary	
  and	
  
historical	
  reports	
  (see	
  Figure	
  2).	
  	
  	
  Other	
  
major	
  improvements	
  include	
  more	
  
interactive	
  debugging	
  support	
  and	
  fault	
  
tolerance	
  of	
  Inca	
  components.	
  	
  New	
  Inca	
  
deployments	
  have	
  been	
  added	
  to	
  Open	
  
Source	
  DataTurbine	
  projects	
  such	
  as	
  
CREON	
  and	
  GLEON,	
  the	
  UC	
  (University	
  of	
  
California)	
  Grid,	
  and	
  will	
  soon	
  be	
  
deployed	
  to	
  the	
  new	
  FutureGrid	
  project.	
  	
  
The	
  current	
  release	
  of	
  Inca	
  is	
  version	
  2.5.	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  
Figure	
  2:	
  	
  Inca	
  web	
  status	
  page	
  views	
  

In Situ Processing and Visualization for Peta- and Exa-Scale Simulations
PI: Kwan-Liu Ma, University of California, Davis
Co-PI: Chaoli Wang, Michigan Technological University
This research realizes in-situ visualization at extreme scale, and delivers a feasible data
understanding solution to scientists whose work will rely on extreme-scale supercomputing,
such as those in the NSF PetaApps program. To make the in-situ approach feasible, project will
have to either transform existing visualization algorithms or develop a set of new algorithms.
These algorithms must be both scalable and low cost. This not only builds on scalable parallel
visualization and I/O, but also addresses application requirements, hardware limitations,
integration, evaluation, and coupling with the simulation.
The key impact of this project is the demonstration of a working and attractive solution for
scientists to possibly comprehend the vast amounts of data generated by their simulations, so
that they do not have to store and transfer petascale data for validating, verifying, and
analyzing. This project provides training for graduate students in the area of computational
science and high- performance computing. The new algorithms and software tools developed in
the project will be disseminated through the annual visualization workshops and tutorials that
the PI has been offering to both the supercomputing and visualization communities.

In situ volume and particles visualization of a turbulent combustion simulation. This is the largest
and most scalable in situ visualization ever demonstrated using over 6,400 processors of a Cray
XT5. This work was done in collaboration with Dr. Hongfeng Yu and Jackie Chen at the Sandia
National Laboratories.

Instant-On Simulation Delivery: Helping TeraGrid Achieve Its Wide and Open Strategic
Goals
Gerhard Klimeck, George B. Adams III, and Michael J. McLennan
Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN
Background: The National Science Foundation’s TeraGrid high-performance computing (HPC)
network provides extensive support for massive computational science, typically conducted by
scientists highly trained in HPC. TeraGrid’s strategic plan [1] requires the engagement of a much
larger and more diverse community of researchers and educators in computational science
discovery and learning.
The unmet needs of this broader community, not now using TeraGrid to advance their science
and engineering through computational learning and discovery, are four-fold. First, these users
need modest, not massive, allocations of HPC to conduct their science. Second, they need to
replace their weeks-long computational runs on a desktop computer with an HPC run taking just
minutes. Third, most want to run well-defined workflows rather than develop their own codes.
Fourth, education involves many student uses of simulation that are repetitive, thus archiving and
reusing results would free TeraGrid computational resources while supporting education well.
Running a code with the same input as before would return the archived results rather than using
computational time.
This Project: We will develop, test, and deploy a new “instant-on” computing capability on
nanoHUB.org, which will host TeraGrid-approved codes and workflows with results-archiving
and reuse that is connected to a portion of TeraGrid configured for queue-less, instant-on,
interactive parallel computing.
Intellectual Merit: With the above enhancement, the HUBzero platform [2] that powers
nanoHUB.org [3] with over 7,000 annual simulation users will be able to manage the interaction
of simulation runs with TeraGrid resources to achieve short elapsed times for short runs and to
manage allocation of access among the potentially very large number of users. HUBzero will
also support data exploration and results reuse. The software developed for this project will
become part of the core HUBzero platform and redeployed on dozens of other science gateway
sites built on the same platform.
Broader Impact: TeraGrid will meet the needs of an expanded community of users. The science
gateway will hold a TeraGrid community allocation and contain only pre-approved codes and
workflows. Gateway users would neither individually request TeraGrid resources nor run
arbitrary codes. This environment would serve both the users and TeraGrid management well.
Wider use of TeraGrid will result in new high-value science with a broad set of scientific
publications.
References
[1] “TeraGrid 2008 Science Highlights,” p. TG03 at http://www.teragrid.org/news/docs/SH08.pdf
[2] Michael McLennan (2008), "The Hub Concept for Scientific Collaboration,"
http://hubzero.org/resources/12
[3] Gerhard Klimeck, Michael McLennan, Sean B. Brophy, George B. Adams III, Mark S.
Lundstrom, "nanoHUB.org: Advancing Education and Research in Nanotechnology", IEEE
Computers in Engineering and Science (CISE), Vol. 10, pg. 17-23 (2008), free pdf from
Purdue Library
(http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1079&context=nanodocs).

iRODS: integrated Rule-based Data System
http://irods.diceresearch .org
The integrated Rule-Oriented Data System (iRODS)
organizes distributed data into sharable collections, while
automating the application of management policies. Each
policy is expressed as a set of rules that control the execution of
a set of micro-services. Persistent state information is
maintained to track the results of all operations. The result is a
data grid that enforces community policies across
administrative domains, while enabling the sharing of files
through a common name space across multiple types of storage
systems. The persistent state information can be queried to
verify properties of the shared collection and validate assertions
about trustworthiness, time dependent access controls, data
distribution, data replication, data redaction, patient
confidentiality constraints, retention and disposition, and any
other desired management policy.
The iRODS system builds upon concepts from multiple
communities; data grids (data and trust virtualization, and well
defined data operations implemented as remote micro-services)
workflows (the composition of micro-services executed as
server-side workflows), database triggers (deferred and
periodic rule execution and transactional operations), and logic
programming (recursive rule expression and forward rulechaining).
Figure 1 defines the
software layers in an
iRODS data management
server. The top layer
provides standard access
interfaces to clients and
supports a robust protocol
for communication between
clients and remote servers
and between peer-level
Figure 1. iRODS Software Layers
servers. The bottom layer
provides translation drivers for connecting to and
communicating with storage systems such as file and tape
archives, databases and object-based sensor streams. The
middle layer is the intelligent software system that not only
provides physical transparency, hiding the idiosyncracies of the
client and driver levels, but also provides the data management
functionality for performing operations needed by digital
libraries and long-term preservation systems. In the Storage
Resource Broker data grid (SRB), the middle layer is a single
software package providing hard-coded functions. In iRODS,
this layer is split as shown, defining a standard set of actions
that are composed from micro-services (and possibly other
actions and rules). By differentiating the software system into
distinct layers we provide flexibility in defining operational
semantics. Each action is applied under the control of rules
that can be adapted to meet the needs of the community.
iRODS provides an adaptive framework that can be modified
to meet the needs of each user community.
Rules
are
expressed
as
event:condition:actionsets:recovery-sets. The condition is implemented as an
operation on any of the persistent state information attributes.
Examples are rules that are specific to a user group, collection,
data type, or storage system, or that depend upon a prior event,
or that are triggered by a time stamp. The action-sets contain
both micro-services and rules. A recursive rule hierarchy can

be defined, as long as an exit condition guarantees closure on
the recursion.
Standard micro-services include support for queries on the
metadata persistent state repository shown in Figure 2 and for
looping over results sets. Micro-services can be chained, with
output parameters from one micro-service used as input for a
subsequent micro-service. The rules are managed in a rule base
and executed in the distributed rule engine. Since a rule may
invoke multiple micro-services, the current state is maintained
in a white board. On successful completion, the state
information is registered into the persistent state repository.
Transaction semantics are maintained through the invocation of
recovery procedures on the failure of a micro-service.
The iRODS software supports federation of independent
data grids through development of a consensus of the
federation management policies.
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Figure 2. iRODS Client-Server Architecture

The iRODS system is being developed as an international
collaboration. Collaborators include institutions in Europe, the
UK, the US, the Far East, and Australia. The current production
release is version 2.2 and is available at the wiki
http://irods.diceresearch.org as an open source software release
distributed under a BSD license. Applications of the iRODS
technology range from the Ocean Observatories Initiative to
Science of Learning Centers data grids.
This project is supported by the National Archives and
Records Administration under NSF award OCI-0848296
“Transcontinental Persistent Archive Prototype”, and by the
National Science Foundation award OCI-0721400, "SDCI Data
Improvement:
Data Grids for Community Driven
Applications”.
Rajasekar, A., M. Wan, R. Moore, W. Schroeder, “A Prototype Rulebased Distributed Data Management System”, HPDC workshop on
“Next Generation Distributed Data Management”, May 2006, Paris,
France.

JGAAP: A Modular Software Framework for Evaluation, Testing,
and Cross-Fertilization of Authorship Attribution Techniques
Patrick Juola, Duquesne University, juola@mathcs.duq.edu

Problem Statement
The question may be as old as scholarship ; given
a manuscript of unknown source, what can one learn
from studying its style? The idea of using statistical
properties (such as word length) to quantify “style”
dates back at least to the 19th century. What does
not yet exist is a well-understood, and above all reliable method to do this quantification. What we have
instead is an ad hoc collection of methods proposed by
individual researchers but without systematic testing
or general acceptance.
The JGAAP (Java Graphical Authorship Attribution Program) system is a framework to remedy this.
Using standard Java 1.6 technology, a clear theoretical framework, and an easy, user-extensible interface,
JGAAP provides for objective testing of proposed
methods.
Structure of JGAAP
JGAAP uses a simple three-phase pipeline to perform authorship attribution. Each document is
“canoncized” by eliminating uninformative sources
of variance, such as normalizing whitespace. Documents are then broken into “event sets” such as
words, characters, parts of speech, word N-grams,
and so forth. Finally, inferential statistics such as
principle component analysis, k-nearest neighbor (using a variety of distance measures), or support vector
machines, to determine which author should be assigned to the unknown documents.
A key feature of JGAAP is the modular structure;
like LEGO blocks, any set of canonicizers can be used
with any event set, which in turn can be used with
any statistical method. Similarly, the use of objects
and inheritance makes field extension easily; any new
class that purports to extend “Canonicizer” can be
used as easily as a built-in class. We have even developed a way to auto-populate the GUI to add new
(user-written) classes.
At this writing, we have incorporated a half-dozen
canonicizers, approximately thirty different event
sets, eight different major analysis techniques, and a
dozen different distance/divergence measures for use
with nearest neighbor analysis. Including all combinations and variations, the current system is capable
of approximately 40,000 different types of analysis.
Testing JGAAP

One advantage of using Java is its advertised property of system independence. We have confirmed this
using the NMI Build-and-Test suite and have encountered no major differences on any system in that cluster.
To test performance of the system across different
settings, we used the Ad-hoc Authorship Attribution
Competition corpus, containing thirteen problems, in
a variety of lengths, styles, genres, and languages.
This publically available problem-set has been directly into JGAAP, making it possible for anyone
to reproduce this “standard” problem set in their
own development work. We also use this corpus to
test performance of the 40,000 different methods described above. Work on this is ongoing but we have
some preliminary results to present here:
• OCR errors do not materially impact accuracy
• Asymmetry is a significant factor in distancebased attribution methods
• Algorithm performance dominates language or
data size effects
• Linear separation on large numbers of words
outperforms higher-overhead methods on fewer
words
• Characters trump words for Chinese at current
word segmentation technology
• Cosine and KL distances perform well (our current informal best practice candidates)
Impact of JGAAP JGAAP has become an important aspect of the field, holding the #3 spot
(and highest ranked software project) in a Google
search for “authorship attribution,” and even displacing “Japanese Generally Accepted Accounting Principles” for the #1 spot in a search for “JGAAP.”1 .
The current version of the program, licenced under
GPL, as well as a wiki about the current program,
can be accessed freely at www.jgaap.com; interested
readers can also download the text of a book on authorship attribution. It has received international attention and will form the basis of a master class at
CSSLLI 2010 this upcoming summer.
1
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Kepler/CORE:	
  	
  A	
  Comprehensive,	
  Open,	
  Reliable	
  and	
  Extensible	
  
Scienti=ic	
  Work=low	
  Automation	
  Framework
Mission.	
   	
  The	
  mission	
  of	
  Kepler/CORE	
   (kepler-‐project.org)	
  is	
   to	
  coordinate	
   development	
   of	
  
the	
  Kepler	
   scienti@ic	
  work@low	
  system	
  with	
  the	
  goal	
  of	
  making	
  it	
  a	
  well-‐engineered	
  software	
  
product	
  with	
  the	
   system	
  functions	
  and	
  attributes	
  required	
  for	
  broad	
  adoption	
  and	
  long-‐term	
  
sustainability.	
   	
  Kepler’s	
  strengths	
  relative	
  to	
  other	
   work@low	
  systems	
  derive	
   from	
   its	
  multi-‐
disciplinary,	
  grass-‐roots	
  origin,	
  and	
  Kepler/CORE	
  represents	
  a	
  commitment	
   to	
  leverage	
  past	
  
contributions	
  to	
  Kepler	
  while	
  bringing	
  order	
  to	
  future	
  contributions,	
  engineering,	
  and	
  main-‐
tenance	
  of	
  Kepler.	
  	
  Our	
  vision	
  is	
  one	
   of	
  Kepler	
  satisfying	
   the	
  scienti@ic	
  work@low	
  needs	
  of	
  col-‐
laborative	
   government-‐funded	
   projects,	
   academic	
   research	
   groups,	
   and	
   individuals	
   in	
   di-‐
verse	
   scienti@ic	
   disciplines.	
   We	
   will	
   deem	
   Kepler/CORE	
   a	
   success	
   if,	
   due	
   in	
   part	
  to	
  our	
   ef-‐
forts,	
   Kepler	
  increasingly	
  enhances	
  the	
  productivity	
  of	
  a	
  growing	
  community	
  of	
  researchers;	
  
if	
  Kepler	
  leads	
  to	
  further	
  breakthroughs	
  and	
  innovations	
  in	
  the	
  @ields	
  of	
  scienti@ic	
  data	
  man-‐
agement,	
  data	
  provenance,	
   and	
  collaborative	
  scienti@ic	
  computing;	
  and	
  if	
  Kepler	
  ultimately	
  is	
  
maintained	
  and	
  shepherded	
   by	
  a	
  self-‐sustaining	
  effort	
   that	
  thrives	
  well	
  beyond	
  the	
  lifetimes	
  
of	
  the	
  grants	
  that	
  have	
  been	
  awarded	
  to	
  contribute	
  to	
  its	
  development.
Project	
  Aims.	
  	
  	
  In	
  pursuit	
   of	
  our	
  aims	
  we	
  have	
  committed	
   to	
  coordinating	
  efforts	
   to	
  (a)	
   de-‐
@ine	
   a	
   single,	
   uni@ied	
   vision	
   and	
   architecture	
   for	
  the	
   Kepler	
  system	
   with	
   a	
   clearly	
   de@ined	
  
kernel	
  of	
  capabilities	
  applicable	
  to	
  all	
   projects;	
  (b)	
  develop	
  critical	
  new	
  core	
   features	
  needed	
  
to	
  make	
  Kepler	
  a	
  comprehensive	
  scienti@ic	
  work@low	
  system	
  including	
  full	
  support	
  for	
  data,	
  
work@low,	
  service,	
  and	
  project	
  management;	
  (c)	
  facilitate	
  the	
  application	
  of	
  Kepler	
  to	
  diverse	
  
scienti@ic	
  domains	
  and	
  deployment	
  contexts	
   by	
  providing	
  well-‐de@ined	
  extension	
  points;	
  (d)	
  
ensure	
  system	
   stability	
  by	
  rigorous	
  software	
  testing;	
  (e)	
  adopt	
  an	
  engineering	
  approach	
  ca-‐
pable	
   of	
   delivering	
   and	
   supporting	
   regular	
   software	
   releases;	
  (f)	
   train	
   future	
   system	
   end-‐
users,	
  work@low	
  engineers,	
  and	
   Kepler	
  extension	
   developers,	
  as	
  well	
   as	
   actively	
  disseminate	
  
documentation	
   and	
  training	
   materials	
  to	
   the	
   broader	
  scienti@ic	
   community;	
   and	
  @inally	
  (f)	
  
evaluate	
   organizational,	
   management	
   and	
   funding	
   approaches	
  for	
  sustaining	
   development	
  
and	
   maintenance	
   of	
   the	
   Kepler	
   system	
   beyond	
   the	
   funding	
   period	
   of	
   the	
   Kepler/CORE	
  
award.	
  
Achievements.	
  	
   In	
   accordance	
   with	
   our	
  mission	
  spelled	
  out	
  above,	
   we	
   have	
   identi@ied	
  and	
  
addressed	
   internal	
   organizational	
   needs,	
   coherently	
   engaged	
   the	
   community	
   of	
   Kepler	
  
stakeholders,	
   and	
   identi@ied	
   and	
   elucidated	
   critical	
   technical	
   and	
   project	
  management	
   re-‐
quirements	
   for	
  Kepler/CORE	
   to	
  address.	
   	
  Kepler/CORE	
   engineers	
  have	
   delivered	
  the	
   @irst	
  
of@icial	
   release	
   of	
   Kepler;	
  updated	
   our	
  development	
  infrastructure	
   to	
   support	
   modulariza-‐
tion	
  of	
   the	
  core	
   of	
   the	
   Kepler	
  system;	
  and	
   created	
  a	
   run-‐time	
  module-‐management	
  system	
  
that	
  enables	
  3rd	
   parties	
  to	
   develop	
  their	
  own	
  optional	
  add-‐on	
  modules,	
   and	
  users	
  to	
   install,	
  
con@igure,	
   and	
  patch	
  modules	
   in	
  deployments	
  of	
  Kepler	
  in	
  the	
   @ield.	
   We	
   have	
   also	
  enhanced	
  
central	
  features	
  of	
  the	
   Kepler	
  system	
   including	
   those	
   for	
   distributed	
   and	
  web-‐based	
   work-‐
@low	
   execution.	
   	
   Finally,	
   we	
   have	
   enhanced	
   the	
   organizational	
   structure	
   supporting	
   the	
  
greater	
  Kepler	
   effort	
  and	
  put	
   into	
   production	
  new	
  collaboration	
  tools	
   for	
  sustaining	
  devel-‐
opment	
  of	
  Kepler	
  during	
  and	
  beyond	
  this	
  award.
Project	
   Stakeholders.	
   	
  Presentations	
   by	
   Kepler	
  stakeholders	
  and	
  their	
   recommendations	
  
for	
  prioritizing	
  Kepler/CORE	
  development	
  can	
  be	
  viewed	
  at	
  the	
  sites	
  linked	
  below:
• Agenda	
  and	
  presentations	
  at	
  the	
  First	
  Stakeholders	
  Meeting
• Analysis	
  of	
  Stakeholder	
  Recommendations

Principal Investigator Meeting, Strategic Technologies and Software Development for CyberInrastructure
National Science Foundation – January 28-29, 2010

Award #0943559: STCI: OptIPlanet Cyber-Mashup
Persistent Visualization and Collaboration Services for Global Cyberinfrastructure
Jason Leigh
Electronic Visualization Laboratory, University of Illinois at Chicago
spiff@uic.edu
www.sagecommons.org
SAGE, the Scalable Adaptive Graphics Environment, is a graphics streaming architecture that enables
users to interactively access, display and share a variety of data-intensive information, in a variety of
resolutions and formats, from multiple sources, with the same ease that the Web affords for accessing
lower-resolution objects today. This requires 21st-century “personal computers;” that is, tiled display
walls driven by computer clusters and interconnected over multi-gigabit optical networks.
As globally distributed research teams work more closely to solve complex problems utilizing highperformance cyberinfrastructure – from petascale computers to specialized instrumentation generating
massive amounts of data – the need for high-resolution visualization is becoming more critical for
analysis. This is propelling the worldwide adoption of tiled display walls, which enable the creation of
“cyber-mashups,” or juxtapositions, of data visualizations, enabling greater insight.

Our Nation already invests in network-connected, middleware-enabled cyberinfrastructure to generate
and disseminate petabytes (ultimately exabytes) of data among researchers worldwide. What is needed,
however, is a globally integrated collaborative work environment, or framework, to facilitate data analysis
and high productivity. SAGE is cross-platform middleware that enables users worldwide to have such an
Award #0943559: STCI: OptIPlanet Cyber-Mashup
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operating environment. SAGE is transitioning from a transformative research prototype to a hardened
technology that provides production-quality, community-driven open services for persistent visualization
and collaboration, to make national/international cyberinfrastructure accessible to broader communities of
scientists and students, and to help maintain US leadership in high-performance computing.
The NSF-funded OptIPuter1 project funded SAGE software development, tiled display walls (also known
as “OptIPortals) was based on a 2002 NSF award to EVL for LambdaVision2, a 100-Megapixel tiled
display. As SAGE was designed to stream high-resolution images and animations over optical networks,
EVL began prototyping network-based transport protocols and prefetching algorithms over optical
networks accessible via StarLight, using the NSF-funded IRNC TransLight/StarLight3 links to Europe as
well as other circuits that are part of Global Lambda Integrated Facility (GLIF) optical fabric. Today,
SAGE has many early adopters, as shown in the illustration above and the table below.
SAGE User Community – January 2010
Australia
• AARNet
• Monash University - Caulfield
• Monash University - Clayton
• University of Melbourne
• University of Queensland
Canada
• Nortel Networks, Canada
• Simon Fraser University
China
• Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Computer Network Information
Center
Czech Republic
• Masaryk University, Advanced
Networking Technologies Lab (2)
Germany
• Braunschweig University of
Technology, Institute of Computer
and Network Engineering
Japan
• Knowledge Graphics Technology, Inc.
• Kyoto University
• National Institute of Advanced
Industrial Science and Technology
(AIST)
• National Institute of Information and
Communications Technology (NICT)
- Otemachi
• Osaka University
Korea
• Gwangju Institute of Science and
Technology (GIST), Networked
Media Laboratory
• Korea Institute of Science and
Technology Information (KISTI)

1
2
3

Mexico
• Ensenada Center for Scientific
Research and Higher Education
Netherlands
• SARA Computing & Networking
Services
• University of Amsterdam, eBioScience Laboratory
• University of Amsterdam, System &
Network Engineering Research Group
Russia
• Russian Academy of Sciences,
Science and Innovation Center
• Russian Academy of Sciences,
Space Research Institute
Saudi Arabia
• King Abdullah University for
Science and Technology (KAUST)
Taiwan
• National Center for High
Performance Computing (NCHC)
United States
• Adler Planetarium & Astronomy
Museum
• Argonne National Laboratory,
Transportation Research and
Analysis Computing Center
• Calit2, University of California,
Irvine
• Calit2, University of California, San
Diego (3)
• Florida International University,
Center for Internet Augmented
Research & Assessment
• Louisiana State University, Center
for Computation and Technology

• NASA Goddard Space Flight Center,
Space Visualization Studio
• Northwestern University,
International Center for Advanced
Internet Research
• Purdue University, Envision Center
• Rincon Research Corporation
• Sharp Laboratories of America
• Texas A&M University, Computer
Science & Engineering
• UCSD, National Center for
Microscopy and Imaging Research
• UCSD, Scripps Institution of
Oceanography
• University of Hawaii, Center for
Microbial Oceanography: Research
and Education
• University of Illinois at Chicago,
Electronic Visualization Lab (2)
• University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, National Center for
Supercomputing Applications
• University of Michigan, Department
of Atmospheric, Oceanic & Space
Sciences
• University of Michigan, Digital
Media Commons
• University of Michigan, School of
Information/ Provost’s Virtual Space
Interaction Testbed
• University of Texas at Austin, Texas
Advanced Computing Center
• University of Washington
• US Geological Survey (USGS),
National Center for Earth Resources
Observation and Science

NSF Information Technology Research (ITR) award OCI-0225642, October 1, 2002 – September 30, 2009. Larry
Smarr (UCSD) was PI, Jason Leigh (UIC) was a co-PI, and Maxine Brown (UIC) was project manager.
Jason Leigh (UIC), PI, received NSF CNS-0420477, September 15, 2004 – August 31, 2008, for LambdaVision.
Tom DeFanti (UIC), PI, and Maxine Brown, co-PI, received NSF funding to provide network connectivity
between the US and Europe. NSF cooperative agreement SCI-9730202, April 1999 – May 2005, established
Euro-Link. NSF cooperative agreement OCI-0441094, Feb 2005 – Jan 2010, established TransLight/StarLight.
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EVO:	
  Remote	
  Participation	
  for	
  LIGO	
  and	
  the	
  LIGO	
  Scientific	
  Collaboration	
  
	
  

Kent	
  Blackburn,	
  Nelson	
  Christensen,	
  Harvey	
  Newman,	
  Philippe	
  Galvez	
  

LIGO’s	
   Scientific	
   Mission	
   is	
   to	
   directly	
   detect	
   the	
   oscillations	
   of	
   space-‐time	
   as	
  
predicted	
  by	
  Einstein’s	
  General	
  Theory	
  of	
  Relativity	
  known	
  as	
  gravitational	
  waves,	
  
which	
  are	
  produced	
  by	
  some	
  of	
  the	
  most	
  energetic	
  events	
  in	
  the	
  universe,	
  and	
  in	
  the	
  
same	
   frequency	
   range	
   as	
   human	
   hearing,	
   but	
   they’re	
   not	
   sound	
   waves.	
   The	
   LIGO	
  
Scientific	
   Collaboration	
   (LSC)	
   has	
   776	
   people	
   at	
   70	
   institutions	
   and	
   13	
   countries	
  
worldwide	
  as	
  of	
  December	
  2009	
  and	
  has	
  begun	
  holding	
  collaborative	
  meeting	
  with	
  
other	
  international	
  gravitation	
  wave	
  detection	
  communities	
  such	
  as	
  VIRGO.	
  
The	
   search	
   for	
   gravitational	
   waves	
   has	
   become	
   a	
   worldwide	
   effort,	
   with	
  
scientists	
  in	
  constant	
  communication	
  with	
  each	
  other.	
  LIGO	
  and	
  Virgo	
  hold	
  four	
  joint	
  
collaboration	
  meetings	
  per	
  year:	
  two	
  in	
  the	
  United	
  States	
  and	
  two	
  in	
  Europe.	
  These	
  
collaboration	
  gatherings	
  have	
  a	
  number	
  of	
  satellite	
  sessions	
  before	
  and	
  after,	
  such	
  
as	
   the	
   face-‐to-‐face	
   meetings	
   of	
   the	
   four	
   different	
   search	
   groups.	
   Recently	
   the	
   LSC	
  
and	
   Virgo	
   have	
   made	
   a	
   concerted	
   effort	
   to	
   provide	
   the	
   means	
   by	
   which	
   scientists	
  
can	
   watch	
   and	
   participate	
   in	
   meetings	
   without	
   actually	
   having	
   to	
   travel	
   to	
   the	
  
physical	
   location.	
   The	
   LSC	
   and	
   Virgo	
   are	
   now	
   using	
   EVO	
   as	
   their	
   preferred	
  
technology	
  for	
  high-‐quality	
  teleconferencing.	
  EVO	
  was	
  developed	
  initially	
  for	
  use	
  in	
  
high-‐energy	
  physics	
  collaborations.	
  Numerous	
  scientific	
  and	
  academic	
  organizations	
  
use	
  EVO;	
  the	
  LSC-‐Virgo	
  community	
  is	
  now	
  the	
  fourth	
  largest	
  on	
  EVO;	
  the	
  LSC's	
  use	
  
of	
  EVO	
  will	
  continue	
  to	
  grow.	
  Collaboration	
  members	
  need	
  not	
  physically	
  travel	
  to	
  a	
  
meeting	
   in	
   order	
   to	
   join	
   in;	
   the	
   goal	
   of	
   the	
   technology	
   is	
   to	
   allow	
   the	
   full	
  
participation	
   in	
   the	
   sessions	
   from	
   afar.	
   The	
   aim	
   of	
   this	
   NSF	
   Award	
   is	
   to	
   fund	
  
contribution	
  to	
  EVO's	
  support	
  and	
  continuing	
  development	
  of	
  remote	
  participation	
  
technology,	
  and	
  pave	
  the	
  way	
  for	
  our	
  collaboration's	
  use	
  of	
  this	
  service.	
  
EVO	
   provides	
   unique	
   End-‐to-‐End,	
   self	
   managed	
   and	
   secure	
   infrastructure	
   for	
  
collaboration,	
   integrating	
   with	
   all	
   work	
   environments,	
   protocols	
   and	
   conferencing	
  
systems,	
   as	
   well	
   as	
   other	
   collaborative	
   tools.	
   Content	
   is	
   ranges	
   cover	
   audio,	
   video,	
  
chat,	
   desktop	
   sharing,	
   recording	
   and	
   playback.	
   Plans	
   are	
   underway	
   to	
   extend	
   this	
  
functionality	
   into	
   the	
   observatory	
   operations	
   unique	
   to	
   the	
   detection	
   of	
  
gravitational	
  waves.	
  
LIGO	
  and	
  Virgo	
  see	
  the	
  extremely	
  positive	
  broader	
  impacts	
  of	
  developing	
  and	
  
using	
   remote	
   participation	
   technology.	
   Ultimately	
   there	
   will	
   be	
   considerable	
   cost	
  
savings	
   for	
   multiple	
   groups	
   within	
   our	
   collaboration.	
   By	
   providing	
   remote	
   access	
   to	
  
meetings	
   the	
   collaboration	
   becomes	
   more	
   inclusive;	
   small	
   groups,	
   students,	
   those	
  
with	
  limited	
  funding,	
  and	
  others	
  with	
  difficulty	
  traveling	
  are	
  able	
  to	
  fully	
  join	
  in	
  on	
  
all	
   important	
   discussions	
   and	
   presentations.	
   It	
   is	
   quite	
   rare	
   for	
   undergraduates	
   or	
  
new	
   graduate	
   students	
   to	
   travel	
   to	
   these	
   collaboration	
   meetings,	
   but	
   this	
   remote	
  
participation	
   will	
   bring	
   the	
   collaborations	
   comprehensive	
   research	
   right	
   to	
   their	
  
desktop.	
   In	
   this	
   age	
   of	
   concern	
   for	
   the	
   environment	
   and	
   carbon	
   footprints	
   it	
   is	
   clear	
  
that	
  reducing	
  air	
  travel	
  is	
  a	
  positive	
  impact	
  of	
  remote	
  participation	
  in	
  collaboration	
  
meetings.	
   This	
   technology	
   also	
   promotes	
   good	
   international	
   relationships	
   by	
  
bringing	
  together	
  scientists	
  from	
  around	
  the	
  world	
  and	
  their	
  work.	
  

SDCI: Improvement and Release of Uintah OCI-0721659
M.Berzins (PI), J.Schmidt, J.Luitjens and Q. Meng. SCI Institute, University of Utah
This SDCI project is concerned with making the Uintah software that was developed as the result of a
decade’s worth of DoE-funded work at Utah, suitable for general use on the large parallel machines on the
Teragrid. The Uintah software is a complex and sophisticated Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) fluidstructure interaction solver that uses novel task-graph-based asynchronous parallel techniques to make both
the fluid-flow solver and the fluid-structure solver scale to large numbers of cores. The project’s aims are to:
1. Create the documentation needed to distribute Uintah to a wide audience that needs to model fluidstructure interactions with large deformations.
2. Demonstrate scalability of Uintah on Petascale architectures for real-world engineering problems,
through adaptive and dynamic use of Uintah’s task graph methodology (e.g. for AMR methods).
3. Solve a large PetaApps problem involving a chain-reaction-like process of sympathetic explosions.
4. Solve a challenging microscale heat transfer problem related to cooling CPUs.
The underlying methods inside Uintah are a combination of standard fluid-flow methods and material point
(particle) methods. The basis of the multi-material CFD formulation used in Uintah is the ICE (for Implicit, Continuous-fluid, Eulerian) method. The Material Point Method (MPM) particle method is used in
Uintah to evolve the motion of the solid materials. MPM is a powerful technique for applications involving
complex geometries, large deformations and fracture. The heart of Uintah is a sophisticated computational
framework that can integrate multiple simulation components, analyze the dependencies and communication
patterns between them, and efficiently execute the resulting multi-physics simulation. The design of Uintah
builds on an abstract directed-acyclic task-graph of parallel computation and communication to express data
dependencies between multiple physics components. A scheduler component in Uintah sets up MPI communication for data dependencies and then executes the tasks that have been assigned to it. A timing-based load
balancer component is responsible for assigning each task to a core. The task-graph allows Uintah to analyze the structure of the computation to automatically enable load-balancing, data communication, parallel
I/O, and checkpoint/restart. This underlying architecture of Uintah is uniquely suited to many modern HPC
platforms. Uintah has also been used on many different computational modeling projects and has proved its
worth on many projects involving large deformations including stage-separation in rockets, the biomechanics
of microvessels, the effects of wounding on heart tissue, the properties of foam under large deformation, and
the evolution of transportation fuel fires.
Uintah Software Achievements and Dissemination As required by NSF, the NMI Build and Test System
(http://nmi.cs.wisc.edu) was used to build the Uintah software on several of the common operating systems.
The Uintah project also uses a continuous integration testing buildbot (http://buildbot.net/trac) to constantly
build and regression test every source code modification checked into the subversion respository. The two
testing systems ensure that Uintah builds on a variety of different OS versions and that Uintah will always
compile and any regressions are immediately discovered and resolved. The new Uintah release is available
for download at www.uintah.utah.edu under the Download link. The Uintah User and installation guides are
found at (http://www.uintah.utah.edu/trac/wiki/Documentation).
Scalability Analysis of AMR and self-tuning The challenge of scaling general purpose codes such as
Uintah to large numbers of processors is considerably more difficult than for more specialized codes. Uintah’s task-graph structure of the computation, does make it possible to improve scalability through adaptive
self-tuning while the changing nature of the task-graph from adaptive mesh refinement poses extra challenges for scalability. Recent improvements to Uintah’s regridder and load balancer have led to a substantial
increases in the scalability of AMR. The implementation and testing of these new methods has led to show
strong and weak scalability up to 98,304 cores on Kraken for ICE as seen in Figure 1 (left). The calculation
used for scaling was a two material compressible Navier Stokes calculation with prescribed velocity at the
inflow boundaries.
NSF SDCI PIs Meeting 2010
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Figure 1: Strong and weak scalability up to 98k cores of ICE AMR (left) and run time improvements using
dynamic task graphs (right).
Dynamic Graph-based Scheduling. A key feature of moving towards scalability on 100k+ cores is to ensure that the Uintah Scheduler properly orders execution of its task graph. The new Uintah dynamic scheduler
now changes the task order during the executions to overlap communication and computation. Much work
has also been done on out-of-order execution of tasks, which has produced a significant performance benefit
in lowering both the MPI wait time and the overall runtime. The component timing results in Figure 1 show
that our new dynamic scheduler significantly improved the overall runtime on a serial of different size AMR
ICE problems which running with up to 16k processors.
NSF Application: Microscale Fluid Structure Interaction in the Slip Flow Regime NSF project ,
0933574 start date 07/099, led by our Utah colleagues , Profs T.Ameel Prof T. Harman, starts from the
viewpoint that fluid-structure-interaction (FSI) effects are significant for any microscale system in which the
thermal-fluid and structural dynamics are coupled, and consequently cannot be considered independently.
There are many microsystems that operate with FSI effects, and as microfabrication technologies utilize
more flexible materials FSI effects will become even more significant. The proposed research is developing
new methods for the design and analysis of novel micro- and nano-systems, with a target scenario of the
examination of the heat flux from array of microscale flexible pin fins (µFPF) placed in a cross flow. This
configuration is interesting for its potential practical applications in CPU cooling.
NSF PetaApps: Petascale simulation of sympathetic explosions. NSF project, 0933574 start date 09/09,
PI Berzins coPIs Wight and Harman, aims to develop a science-based computational model of the deflagrationto-detonation transition (DDT) in high explosives. This transition from slow thermally activated combustion
to fast pressure-driven detonation accounts for the majority of violent explosions in transportation accidents
and is therefore an essential component of petascale simulations to enhance transportation safety. We will be
performing simulations to examine DDT behavior in large arrays of explosives, initially in 2D scoping runs
and then extending to 3D in production runs with multiple exploding containers on 100k cores, if possible.

Example Publications and Results( see www.sci.utah.edu)
1. Jim Guilkey, Todd Harman, Justin Luitjens, John Schmidt, Jeremy Thornock, J. Davison de St. Germain,
Siddharth Shankar, Carson Brownlee Uintah User Guide. Univ. of Utah SCI Inst. Rep. UUSCI-2009-007
2. Justin Luitjens and Martin Berzins Improving the Performance of Uintah: A Large-Scale Adaptive
Meshing Computational Framework. To appear in IPDPS 2010 the 24th IEEE Internat. Parallel and
Distributed Processing Symp., 2010; (also Univ. of Utah SCI Inst. Rep.UUSCI-2009-002
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SDCI - Middleware for “Missing Links” in Virtualized Grids
Jose A. B. Fortes, Renato J. Figueiredo (U. of Florida), Kate Keahey (U. of Chicago)
One of the primary obstacles Grid users face is that while a Grid offers access to many
heterogeneous resources, a user typically needs a very specific environment that is customized to
support a legacy application, remains consistent across multiple executions, or supports the
idiosyncrasies of many service configurations. Resource providers cannot support the diversity of
all the required environments while users are often unable to use what is available without
customization. Virtualization provides a solution to these problems: virtual machines (VMs) can
support multiple different environments on the same host and make it possible to closely control
the usage of resources assigned to a VM. In addition, VMs provide isolation, suspend/resume
abilities, and potential for migration. These compelling advantages led to a growing interest in
VM use in industry and science as exemplified by Amazon’s EC2 service and other
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) providers.
This project develops a suite of “missing links” middleware that respond to needs
identified in the current virtualization deployment efforts and provide tools to merge
virtualization capabilities into the existing Grid fabric, with focus on the following objectives:
• Resource management tools for virtualization that allow existing Grid providers to
integrate VMs into the current resource provisioning model.
• Configuration management tools for image creation, maintenance and deployment
streamlining the process of image maintenance as well as their attestation and
development of trust models allowing deployment of such images on Grid infrastructure.
• Management tools for virtual namespaces and networks: network administration, site
network administration, and autonomics.
In this context, the project has resulted in the development and enhancements to
virtualization software that has been adopted by various users and Grid/IaaS infrastructures:
Nimbus: the University of Chicago’s Nimbus Context Broker enables automatic and
secure deployment of “turnkey” virtual clusters. This functionality was first released in the
Nimbus 1.3.3, and was subsequently improved to include the ability to contextualize clusters
across different providers as well multiple providers in a distributed environment. Since its
release, the Nimbus context broker has been used for multiple applications, including
contextualization of clusters for workflow applications.
ViNe: The University of Florida has developed ViNe, a virtual network middleware.
ViNe is particularly appealing for virtual organizations because it allows the establishment of
wide-area virtual networks supporting symmetric communication among public network
resources (and others behind firewalls), does not require changes to the physical network nor to
operating systems, and has the best performance among wide-area virtual networks.
IPOP/Grid appliance: The University of Florida has developed a virtual appliance that
facilitates the deployment of ad-hoc, private group clusters pools within a LAN or across a WAN.
Enhancements to the middleware included support for self-configuring nodes using DHCP virtual
IP addresses via a distributed hash table (DHT), and an open-source Joomla-based management
module that allows users to create and manage their own Grid appliance virtual clusters.
Synergistic activities with these technologies allowed definition and experimentation
with infrastructure spanning multiple clouds and composed of virtual networks as well as cloud
infrastructure. In particular, the University of Chicago runs the Science Clouds testbed
(http://workspace.globus.org/clouds/). This testbed includes a site at the University of Florida,
managed by the UF team, and supports virtual cluster appliances. The software developed as part
of this project is also being integrated in the NSF FutureGrid testbed (www.futuregrid.org).

MyCluster: Creating Personal Clusters On-Demand
MyCluster is a system for building personal clusters on-demand, from the desktop, using
resources from physical clusters distributed across the wide-area-network. Specifically, the
system builds a Condor or SGE cluster when a scientist instantiates a virtual login session. In
this virtual login, scientists can submit, monitor and manage jobs through a single job
management interface, emulating the experience of a traditional cluster login session.
MyCluster uses the concept of a job proxy to provision resources from remote clusters into the
personal clusters. These job proxies are malleable job abstractions whose job size and run-time
duration can be adapted over time to improve the throughput of the jobs running in the personal
clusters. For example, the system is experimenting with adaptive mechanisms to migrate job
proxies between physical clusters based on the observed throughput of the wide-area systems.
Why use MyCluster? The system gives the scientist the ability to
1. Aggregate resources across different sites, enabling higher job throughput than would
otherwise be possible at a single site.
2. Provision CPU resources for some period of time, allowing many small jobs to be streamed
through them.
3. Submit and manage jobs through a single user-selectable job management interface. The job
management interfaces currently supported includes Condor and Sun Grid Engine.
4. Leverage adaptive job proxy load-balancing for maximizing job ensemble throughput.
Figure 1 illustrates an experimental algorithm that adaptively distributes job proxies across
four different TeraGrid sites over a 24 hour period to improve the throughput of a large
ensemble of short jobs.
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Figure 1. Job proxy distribution in an experiment, across four sites on the TeraGrid, over a
24 hour period.
For more information, please visit the project website at http://www.tacc.utexas.edu/mycluster/
Sample Publications:
[1] Edward Walker, “Continuous Adaptation for High Performance Throughput Computing
across Distributed Clusters”, Proceedings of IEEE Cluster2008, Tsukuba, Japan, Oct 2008.
[2] Edward Walker, Jeffrey P. Gardner, Vladim Litvin, and Evan Turner, “Personal Adaptive
Clusters as Containers for Scientific Jobs”, Cluster Computing, vol. 10(3), Sept. 2007.

NMI-SDCI Identity Management
The Internet2 Middleware initiative was started in 1999, out of recognition that
advanced networking and applications both needed a common, then largely nonexistent set of middleware services, such as authentication, authorization,
directories, etc to enable scalable deployments. The approach it used then, and has
consistently followed, is to have a very small set of Internet2 personnel help harness
the best and brightest of campus IT middleware architects to develop common
software, standards and services. In 2001, it was a recipient of the first round of NMI
funding in the NSF, and that grant helped catalyze and accelerate the development
of Shibboleth and SAML. Subsequently, additional NSF SDCI grants in 2004 and
2007 enabled additional activity
The outputs of the work have been significant, and the impact has been quite
consequential:
SAML has become the de facto standard for modern authentication and
authorization interchanges and Shibboleth, the open-source reference
implementation for SAML for multi-lateral federations, is deployed in hundreds of
thousands of sites in academia, research, government, and corporations. In DoJ
alone, a Shibboleth-based federation spans 6000 hosts.
Federated identity has become a fundamental layer of the Internet
architecture, changing the Internet identity approach in many vertical sectors, from
R&E to health care and law enforcement, banking, etc.
The InCommon federation, the US R&E federation based on Shibboleth, has
experienced exponential growth for the last six years, and currently has over 200
institutions, labs, agencies, companies, etc, representing five million users, engaging
with peer R&E federations around the world.
A set of community standards for attributes and access control, most notably
eduPerson, have been defined, maintained, and ubiquitously deployed, becoming
SAML payloads and enabling thousands of applications. These schemas provide the
syntactic and semantic definitions that flow across InCommon and are the
primitives for a national access control infrastructure.
Grouper has become a basic group and authorization management tool at
virtual organizations such as LIGO, scores of universities and labs in the US, and
hundreds more overseas. It is the group tool embedded in COmanage. Grouper is
now shaping open source applications such as Kuali and jaSIG.
COmanage has defined a new mechanism for integrating the identity
management in collaborative and domain applications. While early in its
development, it has attracted strong interest from many virtual organizations and
universities and is a pilot service by InCommon. It is now the basis for a national
level collaboration and science support effort in the Netherlands, intending to serve
over one million users in the R&E sector. Numerous applications are now
“domesticated” by COmanage, including wikis, list processors, file shares, ad hoc
calendaring such as Doodle, audioconferencing, net meetings, source trees, and
others.

Taken together, these tools and this infrastructure have had remarkable impact.
International standards, including SAML, are based on the work. Vendors from
Microsoft to Oracle to Google are including significant elements of this work in their
products and services. Today, hundreds of thousands of assertions an hour enable
inter-institutional collaboration among 200 universities and research centers.
Critical pieces of the research infrastructure, from the Teragrid to the major
academic publishers, from data repositories to agency grant submission and
management processes, from research wikis to next generation networking efforts
such as GENI, are all actively working to leverage this infrastructure.

Most notably, two transformative cybersecurity paradigms have been developed:
Federated identity – changing the non-scalable, ineffective model of an
account per application or domain to an approach that is leveraging local identity
and attributes to truly Internet-scale services
Domestication of applications – the externalization from an application of
key cybersecurity necessities such as group management and access controls to
external infrastructures that can provide such services to the suite of applications –
both domain and collaborative – used in research and education.

Open Grid Computing Environments
Marlon Pierce, Suresh Marru, Nancy Wilkins-Diehr, Gregor von Laszewski, Maytal Dahan, and Mary
Thomas
The Open Grid Computing Environments (OGCE) project develops components and services that enable
science gateways to be built out of reusable parts. The OGCE approach is to generalize and package
software components from large-scale production gateways (such as LEAD and the TeraGrid User Portal)
and make them available to the gateway developer community. Current major collaborators include the
GridChem project (computational chemistry), UltraScan (biophysics), and the MyOSG information portal.
Software Components: The OGCE’s major software components are listed below:
• OGCE Portal: this is a portlet component-based portal that provides a simple out-of-the-box
science gateway with basic Grid functionality (Web clients to Globus GRAM, GridFTP, MyProxy,
GPIR, and Condor). We also develop libraries (the Java CoG Kit and the higher level GTLAB
wrappers) that support our component development.
• The OGCE Workflow Suite: this consists of both services and client components that are derived
from the LEAD workflow tools. These include the XBaya workflow composer and engine, the
GFAC application wrapping service, and the XRegistry registry service. We contribute code to
and collaborate closely with the Apache ODE project to provide a standard workflow execution
engine. Finally, we are developing a light-weight messenger service for exchanging messages
and state changes in running workflows.
• Open Social Gadgets and Containers: We are developing Google gadgets and containers as the
successor to portlet-based components. We have engineered all of our current portlet interfaces
to also seamlessly work as both gadgets and standalone applications. The OGCE Gadget
Container provides user management and layout services for Apache Shindig, an open source
implementation of the Open Social API. Our container supports OpenID and OAuth security.
• OGCE Axis Services: These are packaged, Apache Axis 2-based Web services that provide Grid
information. Packaged services include the Grid Portal Information Repository, the Resource
Discovery Service (RDS), and the Resource Prediction Service (RPS). RDS provides up-to-date
information on machine status, and RPS estimates optimal resources for particular applications.
• Cyberaide JavaScript Libraries: these libraries can be used to build JavaScript clients to the Grid
and other services. These can be used to develop rich Web clients, mash-ups, and grid gadgets.
Developers can use all of these, or they can pick and choose desired tools. All code is open source and
available via academic license. We are also planning virtual machine releases of the entire suite.
Software Engineering and Sustainability: We package all OGCE software using Apache Maven, which
enables simple, reproducible builds on the NMI Build and Test System. Our code is open source licensed
through SourceForge. We use SVN for code management. We are in the process of establishing an
Apache Incubator for the workflow tool suite. This represents the next logical step for us beyond
SourceForge. We believe that the structure of the Apache Software Foundation will give us a path
towards sustainability as well as larger exposure outside the science gateway community.
Risks and Uncertainties: Gateways are not self-contained and depend on stable cyberinfrastructure to
provide computing and storage infrastructure. The uncertainties surrounding the TeraGrid’s transition to
XD (and general uncertainties in large scale cyberinfrastructure deployments) are a concern to our
community.
Further Information: The OGCE website is http://www.collab-ogce.org. News announcements are
The
available from the OGCE RSS/Atom feed, http://collab-ogce.blogspot.com/feeds/posts/default.
SourceForge project page is http://sourceforge.net/projects/ogce and the SVN code repository can be
viewed at http://ogce.svn.sourceforge.net/viewvc/ogce/. Releasable versions of the code are tagged with
version numbers and form an SVN branch. Packaged versions of tagged major components are
downloadable directly from our web site and also through SVN. We schedule two major releases per
year to coincide with TeraGrid (June) and Supercomputing (November) conferences.

Observatory Middleware Framework
In recent years the National Science Foundation has
initiated several large observatory projects and
planning
grants
incorporating
ground-based
instruments, including the Large Synoptic Sky
Telescope, the ORION/OOI ocean observatory, the
National Ecological Observatory Network ecological
observatory, and the Water and Environmental
Research System. These large observatory projects are
poised to build independent national scale in-situ and
remote sensing cyberinfrastructures to gather and
publish “community”-sensed data and generate
synthesized products based on current needs for a
specific targeted community of researchers. Each of
these community-owned observatories is defining
ways to collect information addressing a broad set of
issues, and each is building customized mechanisms to
generate and publish both derived and raw data to their
own constituents. This approach presents challenges
both for inter-observatory coordination and for how
researchers might efficiently aggregate sensor data
from different observatories; however, it is being
pursued because common observatory management
middleware is needed that doesn’t yet exist.
A team of researchers at the National Center for
Supercomputing Applications, the Monterey Bay
Aquarium Research Institute, and the Scripps
Institution of Oceanography sees a need for improved
management of sensors/instruments, data streams, and
data processing. Our research is focused on the design
and prototyping of a generalized Observatory
Middleware Framework to integrate existing and
proposed technologies, and reduce duplication of
functionality across observatories.. Our work focuses
on two functional areas within this framework to
demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed
architecture: (1) Instrument Access and Management,
and (2) Security (specifically access control).

Architecture
Architecturally, we are pursuing an Enterprise Service
Bus (ESB) architecture. The resulting CI
implementation, known simply as the Observatory
Middleware Framework (OMF), is being validated
through a series of bench tests and through pilot
implementation that is deployed on the Monterey

Accelerated Research System (MARS) observatorie,.
We are working closely with the ocean research
community, as their Ocean Observatory Infrastructure
(OOI) architecture is one of the most mature, but we
are targeting OMF for broader adoption and are
looking for opportunities to pilot capabilities in other
observatory domains through collaboration with other
projects.
The security model for our prototype utilizes a
Security Proxy (SP) that sits between the user,
instrument, or other managed resource and the ESB.
The SP signs outgoing messages on behalf of the
managed resource and verifies the identity of incoming
messages. The SP does this by signing SOAP
messages with X.509 credentials. Signed messages are
authorized within the ESB via an authorization service
unit.
Our protot,ype includes a simple policy
management service which supports cross-observatory
messages where managed resources are connected to
various ESBs.
The Instrument Proxy (IP) sits between the ESB
and the managed instruments and provides a common
instrument interface for command and control. We are
working with the Sensor Modeling Language
(SensorML) and the Observations and Measurements
(OnM) encoding standards, as well as the Sensor
Observation Service (SOS) and Sensor Planning
Service
(SPS)
interface
standards.
Those
specifications, coupled with the MBARI developed
Software Infrastructure and Application for MOOS
(SIAM) system, provide the basis for the IP. We have
documented a set of “least common denominator”
services and metadata to support a collection of basic
instrument commands.
Our prototype supports
common instrument access to SIAM managed
instruments as well as native instruments. In the later
part of our project we plan to demonstrate support for
the Scripps-developed Real-Time Observatories,
Applications, and Data Management Network
(RoadNet) instrument management system as well.
The experiences with this project are now being
heavily leveraged in direct support of the Ocean
Observatory Initiative.

SDCI NMI Improvement: OPeNDAP and NetCDF Integration
The integration of OPeNDAP and NetCDF began over a decade ago as part of the Distributed
Oceanographic Data System. The software, originally implemented as a ‘client-library,’ cloned
the functionality of Unidata’s NetCDF 2.x API and enabled many existing programs to read from
the data system’s servers. Over time, the client-library became arguably the most successful client
for the system.
The gist of this project is to merge the client-library software originally developed for the
Distributed Oceanographic Data System with the current netCDF library software. The clientlibrary effectively forked the existing open-source netCDF library effort and merging our code
back in will enable both OPeNDAP and Unidata to focus our collective efforts in one library. We
found that running the netCDF library and OPeNDAP /NetCDF client-library projects in parallel
was sensible at first, even though there was some duplication of effort, because doing so shielded
the netCDF library project from the changes needed to support a completely new kind of data
store. However, once the client-library became successful, OPeNDAP had to track changes in the
Unidata library software on an issue-by-issue basis – with a library so widely used this was
exhausting our resources. At a certain point, maintaining the client-library as a separate entity was
no longer sustainable. By reintegrating the client-library functionality into the original code base
we eliminated this issue entirely.
What makes the NetCDF/OPeNDAP Client-library Unique?
When the Distributed Oceanographic Data System work started we were faced with a
requirement that users be able to use remote data with familiar analysis applications. Effectively,
the users already had software and they expected to use that software to directly access our data
servers, even though those applications were developed without any thought of distributed data
systems. Because the system was also tasked with providing access to a very heterogeneous pool
of data – diverse data types and storage formats – we chose to base the system on an access
protocol with a data model that subsumed the data models of the set of formats known at the time
we began development. The OPeNDAP/NetCDF client-library reads data using this protocol but
behaves as though it is reading from a local netCDF file. In fact, the client-library matches both
the behavior and the link-time image of the original library so closely that it functions as a dropin replacement. This enables any application that can read data from local netCDF files to also
read data from OPeNDAP servers, with the sole price to pay being that the application must be
linked to our client-library version instead of the original version developed by Unidata.
The client-library was successful enough to satisfy the general requirement that end users be able
to read data from our servers using existing applications. It also had a secondary effect that may
have been more important. Our ‘users’ became divided into two distinct groups: End users, who
accessed data and developers who wrote applications using, among other things, the netCDF API.
Because the pool of developer-users was much smaller, it was far easier to focus on their wants
and needs than those of a very diverse population of end users. Because our developer-users were
all very focused on their distinct user populations, their applications formed the basis for a diverse
group of client applications, each with a well-understood group of users. The client-library
enabled our project to make direct use of the years of work, community building and knowledge
that our developer-users had put into their individual applications.
New Capabilities

When addressing the merger of the two projects’ software, we decided to use the opportunity to
write a new implementation of the Data Access Protocol (DAP), the access and data model that
the data system is built on. We knew that to merge the client-library software meant replacing its
C++ code with C, an important ‘feature change’ for our developer-users because linking older
code (e.g., Fortran) with C++ is complicated. Many of the applications are available as source
code and are compiled by the end users and the more complicated linking process stretched their
technical limits. The C DAP implementation eliminated the complex linking process.
Implementing DAP in C was critical for the reintegration effort as well, because the Unidata code
base was essentially completely C-based.
During the intervening time between when the client-library was initially written and when we
started this project, both DAP and netCDF underwent some significant evolution. In effect, as the
two projects had progressed independently (but not unaware) of each other, users had placed
demands on them, which increased the work needed for the client-library to track its parent. This
project provides a crucial opportunity to update the software with respect to changes in both the
netCDF library and DAP.

Pegasus Workflow Management System

Ewa Deelman, USC Information Sciences Institute; Miron Livny, University of Wisconsin Madison
Pegasus WMS is a workflow management system designed to manage the execution of complex analysis
on distributed resources. Pegasus allows users to express workflows in a portable way, independent of
underlying execution resources. Thus, the same workflow can be potentially executed on a workstation,
campus cluster, grid, clouds, or across these heterogeneous platforms. The abstract workflows are also
easily shared with colleagues. Pegasus automates data management within the workflow.
To support the separation between the workflow description and the execution environment, Pegasus
performs five primary refinement steps: 1) the "Reduction" step eliminates steps when intermediate data
products have already been generated in another experiment or can be reused, 2) the "Site selection" step
chooses a set of execution sites for the execution of tasks, 3) "Data staging" selects sources of input data
for deployment after consulting a data registry and then adds nodes to the workflow to stage this data in
or out of specific sites. Pegasus also adds nodes to transfer output data back to the storage sites. 4) The
"Registration" step adds registration nodes to the workflow to register final and intermediate data
products in a data registry. Registration enables workflow-level check-pointing in case of failures and
allows users to find data at a later date, 5) The "Clustering" step wraps workflow nodes together so that a
remote execution site can handle them as one in order to minimize wide area transfers (sending tasks over
the network) and to reduce load on the remote job managers.
The execution of the workflow is handled by Condor DAGMan—the execution engine of PegasusWMS.
PegasusWMS recovers from failures when possible by retrying tasks, retrying the overall workflows,
providing workflow-level checkpointing, re-mapping portions of the workflow, trying alternative data
sources for staging data, providing a rescue-DAG when all else fails.
Pegasus allows to keep track of what has been done (provenance) including data used, produced and
which software was used with what parameters.

Pegasus Workflow Management System

http://pegasus.isi.edu

Pegasus can handle 1 to 106 computational tasks. It also provides salable data management by transferring
data remotely without downloading to workflow submission point.
The largest workflows run by Pegasus are those run by the Southern California Earthquake Center
(SCEC) project. In the Spring of 2009, SCEC ran 223 CyberShake workflows on the TeraGrid, and USC
Resources. Each workflow contained approximately 840,000 individual tasks. Each workflow ran on
approximately 800 cores and took approximately 5 hours. Overall 1,207 wall clock hrs of computation
were performed on 4,420 cores on average. 189 million tasks were run in the post processing workflows,
and resulted in a rate of 43 tasks/sec. The tasks were automatically clustered by PegasusWMS and
resulted in 3.8 million Condor jobs. Corral was used to provision Ranger resources and used 3,952
Condor Glideins to acquire the resources. The total output generated by the workflows was 189 million
files, and corresponded to 11 TB of output files and 165 TB of intermediate data.

SCEC CyberShake Running on the NSF TeraGrid.
Pegasus is being used today in a number of disciplines including astronomy, bioinformatics, climate
modeling, earthquake science, physics, and others.

Pegasus Workflow Management System

http://pegasus.isi.edu

SDCI NMI: Improvement: Production Services for the perfSONAR Framework
Martin Swany, U. Delaware (PI)
Co-PIs: Eric Boyd, Internet2; Les Cottrell, SLAC
The perfSONAR network measurement framework enables the collection, storage and
sharing of a variety of network metrics. The perfSONAR implementations have seen
tremendous adoption in research and education networks and are now in use around
the globe. The complete set of participants is available from the perfSONAR web site.
The aim of perfSONAR is to create and extensible framework allowing current and future
network metrics to be gathered and exchanged in a multi-domain, heterogeneous,
federated manner. perfSONAR is targeting a wide range of use cases. For example,
current use cases include: collection and publication of latency data, collection and
publication of achievable bandwidth results, publication of utilization data, publication of
network topology data, diagnosing performance issues, and several others. While
perfSONAR is currently focused on publication of network metrics, it is designed to be
flexible enough to handle new metrics from technologies such as middleware or host
monitoring.

This project has funded extension and integration of the perfSONAR-PS distribution into
a Performance Toolkit “live” CD, that allows a user or administrator to easily deploy a
performance node. In addition we have focused on the scalability of the Information
Service. With over 500 perfSONAR systems running world-wide, the distributed
information service has been pressured to scale and we are in the process of addressing
that issue.
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Karma: Standalone Provenance Collection Tool for Data Sharing and
Preservation
Beth Plale and David Leake, School of Informatics and Computing, Indiana
University Bloomington
Physical sciences such as the earth, oceanographic, environmental, and atmospheric sciences
utilize large amounts of observational data and computational resources to run sophisticated
numerical models, mine data, and visualize. The digital data products produced in the course of
research advance the scholarly research and contribute to addressing pressing societal and
environmental problems. For data to be shared and reused broadly, the scientist wanting to
use the data must have sufficient information at hand to form a sense of trust and quality
about the data. Our research focuses on collecting provenance about science data as
“close” to the generation source as possible and doing so in an automated way such that
the manual user descriptive task can be reduced to tagging.
A key challenge in provenance collection is the mechanism by which provenance information is
collected. A model conceptualizing instrumentation is shown below. Provenance collection
through “User annotation” is a human data entry activity where users enter textual annotations.
So as to make the entry more uniform, the scientist might be prompted with a formatted data
entry web page. It is however widely understood that user-entered metadata is often incomplete
and inconsistent. This approach imposes a low burden on the application, but a high burden on
the humans responsible for annotation. The implication is that error rates of the provenance are
high.
User Annotation

Scavenging

Low application burden
High human burden

Low application burden
Low human burden

High error rates and omissions;
incomplete information results

Incomplete information

Full Provenance
Instrumentation
High application burden
Low human burden (high
developer setup cost)
Complete information

Alternately, a provenance tool could provide its own instrumentation library or routines that are
then inserted into an application to collect provenance. This “full provenance instrumentation”
approach allows for far better completeness and consistency of the resulting provenance, but can
impose fairly substantial performance overhead on the application and on the programmer who
must add calls invoking the provenance library to his/her application. In the middle is something
we refer to informally as “scavenging”. Here collection is done by means of piggybacking onto
existing collection mechanisms, such as a logging tool or an auditing tool.
Provenance Instrumentation with Axis2 Handlers. We explore Axis2 handlers as a form of
instrumentation through scavenging. Apache Axis2 is a successor to the widely used Axis 1.x
web services engine. Axis2 supports SOAP 1.1, 1.2 and REST. Handlers in Axis are stateless.
They have read and write access permissions to a MessageContext (MC) and to an incoming
SOAP message. The MC keeps incoming and/or outgoing messages and other required
parameters. The primary advantage of using Axis2 handlers for instrumentation is the significantly
reduced burden it places on the application coder; collection can be done at the message passing
level, relieving the coder of having to instrument their code. Moreover, the same Axis2 handler
can be used to instrument multiple web services deployed in the single container, thus reducing
the complexity. The Axis2 handler as is implemented in the first version collects provenance for
service and message passing activities. It showed limitations, however, in collecting information
about data artifacts. This is because the Axis2 handler only touches the message header and
discerning DataConsumed and DataProduced activity from the header alone is not possible.
There are a couple of options that we will explore to expand the collection capabilities of the
handlers. First, are there application-independent ways to data mine the body of the SOAP
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message? Second, does access to the MessageContext and its history gathering properties open
opportunities? The anticipated release date for Karma v3.0 is early Spring 2010.
Gigabyte Provenance Database. We built a workflow emulator called WORKEM
(Ramakrishnan CCGrid2010) that executes BPEL-based workflow scripts and through service
emulation, generates pseudo-realistic notification information. It implements a failure model that
randomly distributes multiple kinds of failures across the workflows. We are using WORKEM to
create a multi-gigabyte database of provenance information. Using the failure model in the
emulator, we generate realistic representations of the provenance data. The emulator enables us
to create a controlled execution environment and use a minimal set of components to generate
data that then is useful in design and testing of tools related to provenance collection and
analysis. WORKEM will be available for download soon. The Gigabyte provenance database will
be made available soon as well.	
  

Petascale Productivity through Open Integrated Tools (POINT)
Allen D. Malony
Sameer Shende
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Our NSF SDCI grant for HPC Improvement1 established the Petascale Productivity from Open, Integrated Tools
(POINT) project2 , a multi-institutional effort to integrate, harden, deploy, and sustain an open, portable, robust performance tools framework for performance engineering of petascale science and engineering (S&E) applications on
the NSF TeraGrid systems. Furthermore, POINT enables productive use of petascale HPC systems by human-centric
investments in training application developers to be good performance engineers. Figure 2 shows the overall organization of our POINT team3 .
POINT performance tools suite.
/ Research
Parallel Performance
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Supercomputing
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Supercomputing
part of a performance engineer(PAPI, KOJAK)
Applications (PerfSuite)
(TAU)
Center (lead pilot site)
ing methodology. The POINT
performance tool suite contains:
Figure 1: POINT Project Organization
TAU Performance System, PerfSuite, Kojak/Scalasca, and PAPI. Significant improvements have been made in these tools and the entire suite is available on all NSF Track 2 (Ranger, Kraken) systems and many other HPC machines (e.g., Popel, BigRed) connected to
the TeraGrid. This will soon include the “hot off the press” inaugral release of Component PAPI, the next generation
of the Performance Application Programming Interface, providing access to performance counters anywhere in the
system. Throughout our POINT tool development, we have utilized the NMI Build and Test infrastructure with positive results. Nightly build and test runs of the POINT tools on the NMI platforms provide confidence that the software
remains robust and interoperable as new features are introduced and evolve. Early detection of problems and bugs
through NMI B&T enhance sustainability and quality assurance of the POINT tool suite moving forward.
Training and outreach. Productive performance engineering not only requires good tools, it needs users trained in
effective measurement and analysis methods. The POINT project has established a “best practices” training approach
based on levels of parallel computing expertise, familiarity with performance methods, and tool experience. The
approach is captured in a high quality tutorial that we have presented at major conferences (SC, LCI, ICCS, TeraGrid)
in the last three years. In addition, the POINT project has been a leader in packaging training materials in a LiveDVD
/ LiveUSB form that is distributed at the tutorials. The LiveDVD includes a distribution of Linux pre-installed with
all the POINT tools, an environment configured to use them, and a full set of tutorial examples. Packaging the tools
together this way relieves the users of configuring the tools by themselves.
1 “High-Productivity

Performance Engineering (Tools, Methods, Training) for NSF HPC Applications,” funded 2007.

2 http://www.nic.uoregon.edu/point/
3 In addition to the PIs, key personnel include Rui Liu (NCSA); Dan Terpstra, Haihang You, David Cronk (UTK); Philip Blood, Mahin
Mahmoodi, Raghu Reddy (PSC); and Scott Biersdorff, Alan Morris, Wyatt Spear (UO).
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Engagement and collaboration. The POINT
project is engaged with three applications as
testbeds for performance engineering practice.
• NEMO3D: a quantum mechanical
based simulation to provide quantitative predictions for nanometer-scaled
semiconductor devices
• NAMD: a parallel molecular dynamics application widely deployed for research in large-scale biomolecular systems
• ENZO: an adaptive mesh refinement,
grid-based hybrid code (hydro+NBody) designed for simulations of cosmological structure formation
The experience has been positive in both improvements in application performance and
in feedback of requirements for tool improvement. Further collaborations have been
established through POINT’s lead pilot site
Figure 2: POINT LiveDVD
at PSC, and as a result of our outreach initiatives. Within the TeraGrid Advanced User Support (AUS), new ASTA (Advanced Support for TeraGrid Applications)
projects have been initiated involving POINT team members to serve in performance investigation roles. ASTA
projects go through a review process as part of the allocations procedure. For instance, Tafti’s group at Virginia
Tech recently submitted an ASTA project (just approved) requesting NCSA’s help on performance analysis of their
GenIDLEST code. Preliminary work using the POINT tools has already achieved a 2x speedup.
As an example of performance benefits from POINT engagement with petascale application groups, PSC has
a successful collaboration with the Scheraga group at Cornell to improve performance of UNRES, as molecular
dynamics code The ability to reveal not only final protein structures, but also the protein folding pathway through
a physics-based approach sets UNRES apart from other protein structure prediction approaches. To access longer
simulation timescales, the Scheraga group introduced fine-grained parallelism into UNRES, allowing each protein
replica to be run in parallel. Performance enhancements as a result of POINT involvement have led to elimination of
load imbalances in the code and up to 4x improvement in serial performance for large proteins. With new algorithms
in place, the balance between computation and communication in UNRES has shifted considerably, opening up the
opportunity for a new round of performance optimization. Using POINT tools, eliminating these bottlenecks will
permit the Scheraga group to explore millisecond protein folding dynamics critical for the understanding of biological
folding processes.
Student Cyber Experience. For the last two years, the POINT project has reached beyond its targeted efforts to
provide a summer internship experience at the University of Tennessee for high school students from Chicago. Our
objective was to expose the students to the performance tools, evaluate their progress as users, and, more importantly,
increase their awareness for computer science and related “cyber” fields as a career. The students who participated
felt that their summer experience strengthened their motivation and built their confidence in this area. Supplemental
support was provided by the NSF Office of Cyberinfrastructure for this activity.
2

Rocks Cluster Distribution
Overview
The Rocks Cluster Distribution is a fully-automated cluster-aware distribution based on RedHat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) and 'true' rebuilds of RHEL
(e.g., CentOS, Scientific Linux, etc.). Since May 2000, the Rocks group has been addressing the difficulties of deploying manageable clusters. We have
been driven by one goal: make clusters easy. By easy we mean easy to deploy, manage, upgrade and scale. We are driven by this goal to help deliver
the computational power of clusters to a wide range of scientific users. It is clear that making stable and manageable parallel computing platforms
available to a wide range of scientists will aid immensely in improving the state of the art in parallel tools.
Supported Hardware
Rocks is designed to run on heterogenous standard high-volume components, enabling cluster builders to incorporate the latest best price/performance
components into their systems'.
Rocks supports:
• CPUs: 32-bit and 64-bit x86-based (e.g., Pentium/Athlon, Opteron, EM64T)
• Virtualization Platforms: Xen Virtual Machines
• Storage Controllers: IDE/ATA, SATA, SCSI, Various RAID controllers
• Networks: Ethernet, Myrinet, Infiniband
Rocks enables scientists to build:
• Physical Hardware Clusters
• Completely Virtual Clusters using Xen
• Hybrid Physical/Virtual Clusters
Supported Software
Rocks extends RHEL-based distributions through a method called "Rolls". A roll is set of services and the configuration scripts for those services. For
example, the "Visualization Roll" contains the nVidia device drivers and the configuration scripts needed to easily and correctly configure each nVidia
adapter in your viz cluster to create a cohesive tiled display wall.
Rolls available for Rocks are:
• Area51 - System security related services and utilities
• Bio - Bioinformatics utilities
• Ganglia - Cluster monitoring system
• HPC - MPI environments for Ethernet
• JumpStart - Adds JumpStart support to configure Solaris client nodes
• PVFS2 - PVFS2 parallel file system support
• SGE - Sun Grid Engine job queueing system
• Viz - Support for building tiled-display walls
• Web-server - Blog-based web server for cluster administration
• Xen - Support for building Xen VMs on cluster nodes
As an example, to build a computational cluster that uses Sun's Grid Engine job scheduler, one would install the frontend with the required "core" rolls
(Base and Kernel) and then supply the HPC and SGE rolls. To build a visualization cluster, one would add the Viz roll to the core rolls.
Other rolls can be freely added to any of the configurations above. For example, if one wishes to monitor their cluster with Ganglia, then the Ganglia roll
can be added to the list of installed rolls.
Impact
In March of 2003, the Rocks project opened up a "Rocks Cluster Register" (http://www.rocksclusters.org/rocks-register) where people who have
successfully built their own Rocks cluster can voluntarily submit their cluster's hardware characteristics. To date, 1291 clusters have been registered
which represents over 125,000 CPUs and an aggregate peak performance of over 813 teraflops.
In addition, the Rocks project has won 6 HPCwire awards: 2008 Best HPC cluster solution or technology (Reader's Choice), 2005 Most Significant HPC
Software Product (Editor's Choice), 2005 Most Important Software Innovation (Reader's Choice), 2004 Most Important Software Innovation (Editor's
Choice), 2004 Most Important Software Innovation (Reader's Choice) and 2004 Most Innovative - Software (Reader's Choice).

Parallel I/O Software Infrastructure for Petascale Systems
Alok Choudhary1, Wei-keng Liao1, Peter Beckman2, Robert Ross2, Mahmut Kandemir3
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Northwestern University, Argonne National Laboratory, Penn State University

http://cucis.ece.northwestern.edu/projects/SCALABLE_IO/
As High-Performance Computing (HPC) system sizes and capabilities approach petascale range, scales of problems
that were unimaginable just a few years ago are now within reach. Yet, it is very frustrating for scientists to truly
realize the potential of these systems. It is commonly a research team spent equal amount of time on developing a
computer simulation program as analyzing the data generated from the simulations. Data intensive challenges come
from many domains that data is produced, consumed, handled, visualized, analyzed and mined is reaching the
hundreds of terabytes to petabytes range. Thus, along with computational capabilities, petascale software to scale
I/O, storage, and memory hierarchy performance must be developed in order to address data intensive nature of
applications and reap the benefits in performance and productivity improvements promised by petascale systems.
For data-intensive applications, the storage layers and memory hierarchy are extremely critical, and are often
overlooked, but they tend to become a bottleneck in not only obtaining scalable end-to-end
performance but also in achieving high productivity.
This NSF SDCI funded project addresses the I/O software problem for petascale systems to
provide end-to-end scalable I/O performance that utilizes high-level access patterns through
runtime layers to enable optimizations at different levels. Specifically, this project develops
I/O optimizations in three I/O software layers, from top to bottom as illustrated in the figure
on the right:
• parallel netCDF,
• MPI-IO, and
• an I/O delegation/forwarding.
Parallel netCDF (PnetCDF) is a popular high-level I/O library in scientific community that
provides a potable file format and a set of high-performance parallel I/O interfaces. Being I/O software stack.
close to the application program, pnetCDF can retain data access information useful but often
ignored by file systems to enhance performance and data management. Two new I/O
methods for pnetCDF are being developed under this project. One is to enable data aggregation in the library and the
other is called sub-filing. Sub-filing virtually divides a large netCDF file into smaller ones and through the pnetCDF
interfaces manages the data as it comes from a single file. The former is important as modern files systems perform
poorly for a large number of small I/O requests. The later is particular useful to avoid concurrent file access from a
large number of application processes, which can easily cause file lock contention and reduce the I/O parallelism.
PnetCDF is built on top of MPI-IO for portability and performance reason, as it can make use of all optimizations
available in the MPI-IO layer. This project developed a new strategy that enables MPI-IO to choose a proper file
domain partitioning method best fit to the locking protocol used by the file system underneath. Several
partitioning methods have been developed for various I/O patterns as well as for the Lustre and the IBM GPFS file
systems. The primary ideas behind these partitioning methods are to align I/O requests in a way the file lock
contention and acquisition are minimized. As MPI-IO is the de facto I/O standard for all parallel programs, the
optimizations developed under this project have a very broad impact to benefit many researches relying on computer
simulation.
In the current form of MPI-IO standard, I/O interfaces are categorized into either collective or independent
functions. Most of existing optimizations were developed for collectives as process synchronization provides
abundant opportunities to reorganize requests for better performance. Independent functions drew less attention as
process collaborations is hard to applied. However, independent functions are useful when data distribution among
application processes is irregular and when process synchronization is not practical. To overcome this problem, this
project is designing an I/O delegation layer at the bottom of the MPI-IO. The group of delegate processes is a set of
separate MPI processes that collaborate to serves the independent requests. This layer incorporates file caching,
request alignment and request scheduling. From the preliminary performance evaluation, independent MPI-IO under
I/O delegation can achieve equivalent performance as collective functions.

SDCI NMI Improvement: nanoHUB.org Middleware
Michael McLennan, Gerhard Klimeck, Dongyan Xu, Purdue University
In 2002, the NSF established the Network for Computational Nanotechnology (NCN) with a mission to connect
users in research, education, design, and manufacturing by creating a national resource for theory, modeling, and
simulation in nanotechnology. Users access this cyberinfrastructure from the nanoHUB.org web site. In 2009,
nanoHUB.org served 274,000 visitors from 172 countries worldwide. Of these, a core audience of more than
100,000 users watched seminars, downloaded podcasts and other educational materials, and accessed more than 160
nanotechnology simulation tools. While accessing the tools, users launched a total of 369,000 simulation runs via
their web browser and spent 7,286 days interacting with tools and plotting results.
This activity is powered by a unique middleware that helps connect the dots between a scientific code and an end
user. Code developers create a project area on nanoHUB.org, upload their code, build it, test it, and publish the final
result as a tool that others can run. End users find the tool, press a button to launch an interactive session, and then
interact with a graphical user interface (GUI) to set input parameters, run jobs, and visualize results. The GUI is
generated automatically from an XML description of program inputs and outputs by a toolkit called Rappture, the
Rapid Application Infrastructure. Rappture has an application programming interface (API) that can handle codes
written in C/C++, Fortran, MATLAB, Python, among other languages, and has been used by hundreds of developers
to create a few hundred tools published on nanoHUB.org and elsewhere.
This SDCI project has extended the Rappture Toolkit to support parameter sweeps and optimizations. In the past,
users have run multiple simulations by entering parameters, pressing the Simulate button, changing parameters,
pressing Simulate again, and so forth. Rappture overlays results and lets you explore the effects of input parameters,
but launching all of the simulations has been rather tedious. As part of this project, we have redesigned the
Rappture GUI so that users can enter multiple values or parameter sweeps for all types of inputs. After entering a
combination of multi-valued inputs, the user presses the Simulate button and launches hundreds or even thousands
of jobs with a single click. Rappture manages job submission, monitors progress, and loads the results for
visualization and post-processing.
This project has also extracted the web infrastructure and underlying middleware within nanoHUB.org to create a
package called HUBzero™, which can be used to create similar sites for many different scientific communities.
HUBzero now powers 20 web sites in various stages of production, including pharmaHUB.org (pharmaceutical
engineering), thermalHUB.org (heat transfer), cceHUB.org (cancer care), globalHUB.org (engineering education),
and memsHUB.org (microelectromechanical systems). Together with nanoHUB.org, these sites serve more than
380,000 visitors each year. HUBzero will be released to the world as open source during a workshop on April 1314, 2010, in Indianapolis, Indiana (http://hubzero.org/hubbub2010).

Figure 1 – The new Rappture GUI supports multi-valued inputs, so that users can launch thousands of runs
with the click of a button. This new capability will automatically appear in more than 200 existing tools on
nanoHUB.org and 20 other hubs built on the HUBzero platform.

Semantic Routed Network for Searching in Cyber Infrastructures
Amitava Biswas, Suneil Mohan, Rabi Mahapatra
Department of Computer Science, Texas A&M University.
A significant amount of research is taking place to develop different flavors of large scale distributed cyber
infrastructures: scientific grids (grid computing), next generation web (semantic web), cloud computing, etc.
One common capability that these infrastructures should have is - the ability to search and retrieve information
on demand. For example, a scientist searching for “evidences on role of DR2 gene in development of diabetes in
Caucasian population” should get relevant research publications as well as useful raw data (say samples of gene
sequence of DR2, etc.) which has been manually annotated and tagged for ready identification.
The search capability should be fast, scalable and have to deliver relevant results. To deliver meaningful
search results, the search system should represent and compare meanings of queries and the annotations of the
information objects. Whereas, for scalability and speed, it should be deployed as a distributed system. In our
work we propose that such a search system can be enabled by an overlay network which routes messages and
queries based on their meaning. In this proposed system, a user will submit a query to this network, and the
network will deliver the query to an information object whose annotations is relevant to the query. The storage
system which host this information object will respond back to the user and offer the relevant object.
To materialize the required meaning based message routing/forwarding network, we need fast response
message forwarding appliances called semantic routers which will operate in the overlay networking layer.
These semantic routers will delivery queries and route messages between users and the information or data
storage repositories. The routers will deliver message to an object whose meaning is relevant to the message. To
perform this task, these appliances need to carry out sophisticated meaning comparison computations at high
speed.
This needed sophistication can be engendered, if, computers can represent and compare holistic meanings
as perceived by human mind. For example, the aforementioned search phrase on DR2 gene has a composite
meaning. This meaning is composed of elementary meanings conveyed by: “evidence”, “DR2 gene”, etc. In
such situations, a single “bag of words” aggregation (e.g. vector or set) of the individual keywords/meanings
may not always convey the composite meaning of the entire object. As instances of holistic composite meanings
arise in description of objects and search intentions, therefore we need techniques to represent and compare
composite meanings. These techniques, when available, can improve the specificity of holistic meaning
representation and improve the relevance of search results.
In addition, there is another challenge in designing a meaning based message routing network. Traditional
routable (e.g. IP) networks depends on the numeric property of the address representation (e.g. 32 or 64 bit IP
address) to partition the address space into defined ranges and organize the network into hierarchical subnetworks. Numeric comparison between message and sub-network addresses enables successful routing through
the hierarchical tree. As meanings do not have a straightforward numeric representation, hence conceiving a
meaning based routable network itself is a significant challenge. Designing this network is even more difficult.
To address these challenges, we have investigated on the followings:
(1) We have developed an algebraic theory, a design of a psychologically realistic data structure and
related techniques for representing composite meaning as a tensor which is amenable to efficient
meaning similarity comparison.
(2) We designed algorithms, information processing architecture and a design for an accelerator hardware
that can compare composite meanings inside the semantic router (and/or the storage systems).
(3) We designed a self-organizing query forwarding Semantic Routed Network, which can deliver
messages based on meanings.
Our meaning representation and comparison scheme address the meaning composition problem, which is a
weak link in existing vector or set based information retrieval models. Our meaning comparator algorithm and
the hardware accelerator can yield a speedup in the order of 105 compared to traditional software based meaning
comparator executing on servers. Our design of the Semantic Routed Network self-organizes with time and
usage to form an optimum network topology. This reduces the number of overlay routing hops and thus
improves the search success rate and response time in large infrastructure.

SPADE: Support for Provenance Auditing in Distributed Environments
The granularity at which we track the provenance of a
data object affects the overhead that will be introduced in
the system. The advantage of finer-grain auditing is that
information flow can be traced more precisely, allowing
an output’s exact antecedents to be ascertained by reconstructing the exercised portion of the control flow graph of
the relevant process. The disadvantage is that the system’s
performance perceptibly degrades and the monitoring generates large volumes of provenance metadata. Since persistent data is managed at file granularity, a reasonable compromise on the level of abstraction at which to track data
lineage is to define it in terms of files read and written.
SPADE is developing filesystem support to transparently
generate and certify distributed data provenance, and corresponding tools to validate it. The system’s ability to provide assurances must scale despite the fact that provenance
metadata (a) requires exponentially increasing space, (b) is
generated in multiple administrative domains, and (c) must
be verifiably ordered in the absence of certified, global,
synchronized timestamps.
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Extending the Driver Environment
Java provides a robust runtime environment and rich
set of development libraries. We implemented JavaFuse,
a Java Native Interface for the FUSE high-level API. It
allows filesystem drivers to be implemented entirely in
Java, with all the bridge code automatically generated.
JavaFuse can configured to allow avoid unnecessary
overhead by selectively activating the native system calls
and Java pre- and post-calls. Similarly, a metadata only
mode disables copying data arguments and return values
into and out of the Java runtime. This allows provenance
collection to occur with negligible performance overhead.
Trading Certificate Space and Verification Reliability
If the details of a lineage operation are stored only at the
node where it was created, the metadata must then include
pointers to node from where details can be retrieved with
a lineage daemon present to service relevant queries. To
reduce the likelihood of being unable to retrieve the details
of an operation when the original node is inaccessible, we
could replicate the information at several other nodes. The
probability of all relevant nodes being unreachable at the
same time would drop rapidly as the number of replicas
increases. We created the Bonsai protocol to optimize the
choice of where to replicate the metadata by propagating
it along with the data and pruning the lineage graph at the
point where our replication goal has been met. Instead of
replicating the lineage metadata at the time it is generated,
at which point it would have to be replicated at a random
set of nodes, we delay the propagation until we know
where it is likely to be used to answer queries.
Optimizing Verification of Multi-Domain Lineage

Mendel is a protocol for efficient verification of data lineage that is generated in multiple administrative domains.
We designed it to be used in automated provenance gatherPerformance of User-Space Filesystems
ing infrastructures, such as our prototype augmentation of
the Linux filesystem. The protocol provides fast computaOur benchmarks show that FUSE user-space filesystem tional lineage responses by using lazy trust establishment
drivers are practical for the expected SPADE workloads - that is, only verifying elements of the lineage graph that
- that is, FUSE achieves performance comparable to in- are needed for answering the respective queries - and eager
kernel file systems when large, sustained I/O is performed. signature verification, which relies on the use of identityOn the other hand, the overhead of FUSE is visible when based signatures to allow parallel offline validation of each
the workload consists of a relatively large number of meta- element of a lineage graph. Finally, Mendel provides condata operations, such as applications that deal with many stant time responses to decisional lineage queries about
small files. Surprisingly, FUSE obtains a higher sustained pairs of files using ordering witnesses embedded in Bloom
throughput than the native filesystem when small sequen- filters inserted in the lineage metadata of each file. With
tial reads are performed using 2.6 series Linux kernels. high probability Mendel can determine whether one file is
This is due to the combined read-ahead caching of fusefs the ancestor of the other, its descendant, or whether neither
and the underlying filesystem.
relationship holds.
VERIFY_LINEAGE(File I)

File I

STAMPEDE: Middleware for Monitoring and Troubleshooting of Large-Scale Applications on
National Cyberinfrastructure
Ewa Deelman, USC; Christopher Brooks, USF; Dan Gunter, LBNL; Martin Swany, U. Delaware

Large-scale applications today make use of distributed resources to support computations and as part of
their execution, generate large amounts of log information. Up to now, we have been using the Netlogger
analysis tools to perform off-line log analysis. In this work we to extend our current offline workflow log
analysis capability and develop a comprehensive middleware solution that will allow users of complex
scientific applications to track the status of their jobs in real time, to detect execution anomalies
automatically, and to perform on-line troubleshooting without logging in to remote nodes or searching
through thousands of log files.
We build on an important class of
applications, scientific workflows,
that are being used today in a
number of scientific disciplines
including astronomy, biology,
ecology, earthquake science,
gravitational-wave physics, and
many others that are running on
today’s large-scale infrastructure
such as the OSG or the TeraGrid.
This solution will be modular and
distributed, and reusable across a
broad class of applications and
workflow systems.
The system will be able to capture
application-level logs from jobs as
they are executing on the
cyberinfrastructure. At the same
time, it will also collect log information from the underlying cyberinfrastructure services, such as resource
management and data transfer. These end-to-end logs will be combined and brokered through a
subscription interface. External components will use the subscription interface to provide monitoring
services.
The system will consist of the following components:
• A reliable, efficient, general-purpose infrastructure for performing streaming normalization of
end-to-end workflow monitoring information (application, middleware, and network)
• A high-performance archive for monitoring information
• A lightweight archive for simpler, single-node deployment scenarios
• An information broker and associated subscription interface that allows for efficient selection and
retrieval of both high-throughput streaming and archived data
• An online monitoring service that will provide information about the progress of the application as it
is executing on distributed resources
• An anomaly detection service that will perform data mining on the incoming log information to
detect problems, and communicate alerts to the user
• A troubleshooting service that will allow the user to navigate the execution logs in order to find the
source of the problem
• A perfSONAR Measurement Archive for workflow metadata and interfaces for integration with
deployed perfSONAR network measurement tools

QBETS: A service for automatic prediction of batch queue delays

Queue Delay (sec)!

High performance computing (HPC) resources are typically managed using space sharing,
a scheduling strategy in which each job is allocated a dedicated set of processors for the
duration of its execution. To gain exclusive access to a set of processors, user jobs are run
in batch mode, i.e. they are submitted to a batch scheduler as an execution script that is
held in a queue until a sufficient number of processors become available. However, because
HPC systems tend to be over committed, and also because scheduling priorities are complex
and dynamically changing, user jobs often experience highly variable queuing delays. Users
may wait a long time -- considerably longer than the job’s eventual execution time -- for a
job to begin executing. Without the ability to predict queue waiting time, however, users
cannot plan reliably to have results by a specific point in time. In Figure 1, we illustrate the
magnitude of the problem by showing observed job wait times over a one month (January
2008) period on the UC Teragrid system (Argonne). The figure shows that job delay times
varied from 1 to 10,000,000 seconds, leading to a situation where job completion times were
difficult to predict.
The QBETS (Queue Bounds Estimation from Time Series) system provides automatic
bound predictions, with quantitative confidence levels, on the amount of time an individual
job will wait in queue before it begins execution. QBETS is available to the user community at large as an on-line service (http://spinner.cs.ucsb.edu/batchq/), on the UNIX
commandline, and programmatically via a C API. At peak the QBETS system supported
30 HPC resources, including core TeraGrid machines and other production systems around
the globe. It serviced approximately 2000 unique requests per day.
QBETS consists of three interacting but
essentially independent components: a perJan 2008!
centile estimator, a change-point detector,
1000000!
and a clustering procedure. At a high level,
100000!
clustering is used to identify jobs of simi10000!
lar characteristics. Within each cluster, job
1000!
submissions are treated as a time series and
the change-point detector delineates peri100!
ods of stationarity. The percentile estimator
10!
computes a quantile that serves as a bound
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Time!
on future wait time, based only on history
from the most recent stationary region in
each cluster. All three components have
Figure 1: Variability in batch queue delay
been implemented efficiently so that on-line,
real-time predictions are possible. Thus, for
each job submission, our method can generate a predicted bound on its delay using a stationary history of previous jobs having similar quantitative characteristics. In addition, our
method automatically incorporates new information by adjusting its clustering and changepoint estimates in response the availability of incoming data.

Topology-Aware MPI Communication and Scheduling for Petascale Systems
PIs: D.K. Panda (OSU), K. Schulz and B. Barth (TACC) and A. Majumdar (SDSC)

Motivation: Modern high-end computing (HEC) systems, capable of delivering petaflop performance,
are allowing scientists and engineers to tackle grand challenge problems and make significant contributions
within their fields. The design and deployment of such ultra-scale HEC systems is being fueled by the
increasing use of multi-core/many-core architectures and commodity networking technology like InfiniBand.
As a recent example, the TACC Ranger system was deployed with a total of 62,976 cores using a fat-tree
InfiniBand interconnect to provide a peak performance of 579 TFlops.
The vast majority of traditional HEC applications and current petascale applications are written using
the Message Passing Interface (MPI) programming model. By necessity, large-scale systems that support
MPI are built using hierarchical topologies (multiple levels involving intra-socket, intra-node, intra-blade,
intra-rack, and multi-stages within a high-speed switch). Current generation MPI libraries do not take into
account these various levels for optimizing communications (either point-to-point or collective). Similarly,
resource management schedulers are often unaware of the underlying interconnect topology and schedule
MPI jobs spanning multiple levels of the system. Consequently, this leads to non-optimal performance and
scalability for many applications.

Vision: Modern networks (like InfiniBand and 10GigE) are capable of providing topology, routing and also
network status information at run-time. This leads to the following broad challenge: Can the next generation
petascale systems provide topology-aware MPI communication, mapping and scheduling which can improve
performance and scalability for a range of applications?
This challenge leads to the following research questions: 1) What are the topology-aware communication and scheduling requirements of petascale applications? 2) How to design a network topology and state
management framework with static and dynamic network information? 3) How to design topology-aware
point-to-point and collective communication schemes (such as broadcast, all-to-all, all-reduce) in an MPI
library? 4) How to design topology-aware task mapping and scheduling schemes? and 5) How to define and
design a flexible topology information interface?
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Stork Data Scheduler

Mitigating the Data Bottleneck in Petascale Distributed Computing Systems
Applications and experiments in all areas of science are becoming increasingly
complex and more demanding in terms of their computational and data requirements.
Some applications generate data volumes reaching hundreds of terabytes and even
petabytes. Sharing, disseminating, and analyzing these petascale data sets becomes a
big challenge especially when distributed resources are used.
The traditional distributed computing systems closely couple data placement and
computation. They consider data resources as second class entities, and access to data
as a side effect of computation. This makes the remote access and retrieval of data
the main bottleneck in the end-to-end performance, reliability and automation of
large-scale data-intensive and dynamic data-driven applications.
The NSF-funded Stork Data Scheduler project aims to mitigate the end-to-end data
handling bottleneck in petascale distributed computing systems and make it available
for a wide range of user community as a production quality software.
Stork focuses on planning, scheduling, monitoring and management of data
placement tasks and application-level end-to-end optimization of networked I/O for
petascale distributed applications. Unlike existing approaches, it treats data resources
and the tasks related to data access and movement as first class entities just like
computational resources and compute tasks. It provides a level of abstraction
between the user applications and the underlying data transfer and storage resources.
Stork is considered one of the very first examples of data placement scheduling and
optimization tools and it has been very actively used in many application areas
including coastal hazard prediction (SCOOP), reservoir uncertainty analysis
(UCoMS), digital sky imaging (DPOSS), educational video processing (WCER),
numerical relativity (NumRel), and multiscale computational fluid dynamics
(MSCFD).
Stork 1.0 was released in December 2008, and available for download from the
project web page (http://www.storkproject.org). Future releases of Stork will include
enhanced functionalities, such as:
Data aggregation and caching for improved performance
Early error detection, classification, and recovery for improved reliability
Job delegation and distributed data scheduling for increased capability
Integration with workflow planning and management for end-to-end dataflow automation
• Optimal protocol tuning, and end-to-end performance prediction services for
best utilization of available network capacity.
•
•
•
•

For more information on Stork, please contact Dr. Tevfik Kosar at kosar@lsu.edu

The Swift Parallel Scripting Language
Mihael Hategan, Sarah Kenny, Justin Wozniak, Allan Espinosa, Ian Foster, Michael Wilde
Computation Institute, University of Chicago and Argonne National Laboratory
Swift is a parallel scripting language for large-scale science and engineering tasks. It meets the ever-growing need
for running large numbers of application programs quickly – an indispensable approach for analyzing massive
quantities of data or performing parameter studies or ensemble simulations.
Swift lets users apply parallel composition constructs to existing sequential or parallel programs to express highly
parallel scripts. Swift scripts are compact, flexible and portable, and can run efficiently on platforms ranging from
multicore workstations to petascale supercomputers. For performing parameter sweeps and data analysis with
existing applications, parallel scripting is easier and more productive than tightly-coupled parallel programming.
A simple functional data-flow-driven language with a compact C-like syntax, Swift enables you to specify these
tasks as compact, concise, portable - and highly parallel - scripts. Swift's mappers let you access diverse data
formats in a convenient manner, while its Java-based execution engine manages the dispatch of hundreds of
thousands of tasks to thousands of processors. Swift scripts developed on multicore workstations can scale to
leverage grids, clouds, and petascale supercomputers. Swift users spanning the physical, biological, social and
economic sciences save time with reduced software development and faster solutions.
Swift scripts are easy to write: its a simple, high-level, C-like functional language. Swift scripts are easy to run:
Swift contains a complete cluster and grid client in one Java application. Users just unpack Swift and run – a selfcontained client contains all code needed for TeraGrid, Open Science Grid, or local cluster execution. The
package supports the Argonne Blue Gene/P and TeraGrid Ranger petascale systems. Swift is fast and highly
parallel, enabling small Swift scripts to do large-scale work. Single Swift scripts have been used to run 500,000
application program invocations.
Most scientists, particularly those who use rather than write computational codes, find that the challenges
involved in executing large-scale computing tasks consume tremendous amounts of time and intellectual focus—
precious commodities that they would prefer to apply to their core science rather than to the mechanics of
computing. The Swift system lets them rapidly and reliably specify, execute, and manage large-scale parallel
computations for science and engineering. Swift hides the complexities of manually managing diverse parallel
and distributed computing resources by making the computation location-independent. You specify the inputs,
outputs and dependencies of your application tools – then Swift selects the resources to run on, transfers datasets
and parameters, and manages all tasks.
Here is part of a Swift script for protein-folding using the “ItFix” application. For 10 proteins, nsim=1000, 2
starting temperatures and 5 update intervals, in each round of up to 3 rounds of prediction, this script executes 10
x 1000 x 2 x 5 = 100,000 simulations – and runs on BG/P and Ranger, as well as OSG and TeraGrid resources.
foreach prot in protein {
foreach sT in startT {
foreach tUp in tUpdate {
ItFix(prot, nsim, maxrounds, sT, tUp);
}
}
}

Information on Swift and its use in scientific applications is at: www.ci.uchicago.edu/swift
An overview (IEEE Computer, Nov 2009) is at: www.ci.uchicago.edu/swift/papers/SwiftParallelScripting.pdf

